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FEELIN’ HIGH: Michael Coyle, senior psychology major, catches some air 
in the Student Center quad yesterday afternoon.
Reward Offered for Series 
of False Blanton Fire Alarms
By Elizabeth A. Hutchinson
Acting Production Editor
In an effort to reduce the number of false 
alarms in Blanton Hall, the Office of Resi­
dence Life has issued a $250 reward to any 
student with information leading to the ar­
rest of the culprits, Connie Spencer, Asso­
ciate Director of Residence Life, said.
Flyers were distributed among the 
Blanton Hall community informing students 
of the reward on Sept. 20, Matthew Kane, 
director of Blanton Hall, said.
Kane also stated that there are efforts be­
ing made to advertise the reward on MSU’s 
channel 3.
This is not the first time a reward has 
been used to gain information about false 
alarms. Bohn Hall used similar flyers last 
year during a rash of fire alarms. D if f e r e n t  
alarm systems have been installed to pre­
vent false alarms from occurring, Spencer 
said.
“The alarms in Bohn and some in 
Blanton have clear plastic over them, so 
when opened they trigger a local alarm 
[within the surrounding area] to attract at­
tention,” Spencer said.
Most Blanton alarms have this system 
already, but Residence Life is looking into 
changing over the ones that do not, Spencer 
said.
There have been five false fire alarms 
in Blanton Hall since the opening of school, 
Lt. Paul Cell of Campus Safety and Secu­
rity said.
Cell also reported that Campus Safety 
and Security has been working on leads re­
garding the arrest of the individual(s) pull­
ing the alarms.
Every time the fire alarm sounds, the 
Township of Little Falls Fire Department is 
called on the scene, s a id  C e lt .
According to Edward Pomponio, chief 
of the Little Falls Fire Department, three fire
SEE FIRE ALARMS O N  P. 4
Campus Police 
Investigate 
Third Crime
By Nick Clunn
Staff Writer
University Police are investigating the 
third sexually related crime in two weeks 
after a Bohn Hall resident claimed she was 
touched against her will in a Clove Road 
Apartment, police said.
The sexual contact occurred after an 
unknown male asked the victim to stay in 
an apartment while she waited for her 
friend’s party to end at around 2 a.m. on 
Sept. 23.
The male let the victim leave when she 
told him she needed to see a friend and that 
she would return.
No injuries were reported.
The victim waited until Sept. 26 to re­
port the incident to police since she was 
scared, police said. They said they do not 
know whether or not the male was a stu­
dent.
Sgt. Hermer Miranda and Sgt. Israel 
Rosado are the investigating officers.
School o f Business Self-Evaluates;
Graduate Job Placement Rate at 75 Percent
By Lakia S. Curtis
Staff Writer
The MSU School of Business is in the 
process of a self-evaluation. Dr. Alan 
Oppenheim, Dean of the School of Busi­
ness said.
The school is a candidate of the Interna­
tional Association for Management Educa­
tion, and only one in five schools are ac­
cepted.
“Economy is flying high. There is a tre­
mendous demand for business, and it is 
stronger then ever,” Oppenheim said.
More than 75 percent of the students 
enrolled in the School of Business find jobs 
immediately after graduation.
Among students who do not find em­
ployment after graduation are those who 
have already acquired positions through pre­
vious cooperative learning and internship 
programs. Companies such as AT&T, Merill 
& Lynch, Prudential, Price Waterhouse and 
others offer internships and full-time em­
ployment opportunities to MSU business 
students.
“This is a very good system,” Business
KATRINA KINSELLA/ MONTCLARION
BACK TO  BUSINESS: Professor Frank Aquilino, chairman o f Accounting, Law  
and Taxation, lectures in Individual and Business Taxes in Partridge Hall.
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Administration major, Brian Zellers said. 
He works at IBM and serves as Technical 
Support Specialist of the MSU Marketing 
Society. “I get a lot of people skills.”
Daryl Walkowicz, a business student, 
holds a vice president position with the 
HUB Group, an industrial travel agency that 
handles the manufacturing transportation 
needs of companies such as Nabisco and 
Wal-Mart.
Undergraduate programs build upon a
liberal arts and business foundation provided 
by the General Education Requirements and 
Business degree requirements. Therfc are 
current programs involving business man­
agement, business to business marketing, 
and buying and distribution strategies, as 
well as nine concentrations.
Although there is a demand for business 
majors, Oppenheim advises students to 
“Choose something you enjoy (and) money 
will follow.”
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MSU Police R eport
•9-26 A Bohn Hall resident ac­
cepted an offer to stay at an un­
known male’s apartment while 
waiting for a friend. The male 
committed acts of sexual contact, 
but she convinced him she had to 
go meet a friend. She left the apart­
ment, and an investigation ensued.
•9-27 The Clove Road Apt. 
Director discovered an empty beer 
keg while checking for water dam­
age after a pipe burst.
•9-27 A male Blanton Hall 
resident reported a phone call 
threatening and biased n 
vestigation continues.
•9-28 Officers re: 
fire alarm in Blanton 
third floor pull statioi 
vated. No signs of 
were present, and the 
Fire Dept, responded.
•9-28 The Little 
Dept contacted MS 
said that an aunt of a 
resident filed a missing 
port when the niece did 
home for three days. The campus 
was searched for the victim and her 
car.
•9-29 A female reported her 
handicapped tag was missing from 
her parked car in lot 17.
•9-29 A male employee parked 
his vehicle in lot 23 and discov­
ered the passenger door handle 
damaged.
•10-2 A male employee parked 
his vehicle at the rear of the main­
tenance department and reported 
for work, but he found an eight-
inch slash on the rear cover of the 
vehicle when he returned.
•10-2 A female was sitting 
down, holding her chest with chest 
pains, and had a sore throat. 
Montclair Ambulance was dis­
patched and she was transported 
to Mountainside Hospital.
•10-2 A Bohn Hall resident 
complained of difficulty breathing. 
The victim was transported to 
Mountainside Hospital.
•10-2 O fficers were dis- 
ied to Clove Road Apartments 
male had been com- 
■chest pain. Thecondi- 
continuing for three 
drove her to the hos-
O fficers were dis- 
love Road, where a 
ing pain and needed 
Dispatch contacted 
told there would be 
cted MSU, EMS was 
One MSU EMT 
to be in the office, and 
said he would respond. Montclair 
Ambulance squad was then called 
by Cen Com, but had to cancel 
because of several other calls. Lt. 
Cell had to drive the ambulance to 
Mountainside Hospital.
•10-4 A male student came to 
Headquarters to report that he was 
playing basketball at Panzer Gym 
when another player was aggra­
vated and punched him in the jaw. 
The victim had a friend drive him 
to Mountainside Hospital where it 
was stated he had a broken jaw.
F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story, please call 
Editor-In-Chief, Justin Vellucci at (973)655-5230.
Weekend Weather F orecast
THURSDAY
Sunny
HI: 56° LO: 34°
FRIDA
Partly Sunny 
HI: 60° LO: 36°
SATURDAY
Showers 
HI: 65° LO: 42°
SUNDAY
Partly Sunny 
HI: 65° LO: 45
L ocal News
MONTCLAIR - Dead birds have 
been sighted in Montclair since 
Sept. 20. A new West-Nile like 
virus, caused by mosquito bites, 
may be killing the birds. Though 
the encephalitis outbreak contin­
ues in New York City, neither en­
cephalitis nor the new virus have 
been discovered in NJ.
MONTCLAIR - Montclair’s el­
ementary schools’ proficiency tests 
in reading, math, and science, in­
dicate that both fourth and eighth 
graders rank above average in 
math and science, while language 
arts literacy scores could use im­
provement. Last spring was the 
first time the proficiency tests were 
administered.
MONTCLAIR - Montclair resi­
dents petitioned against the con­
tract with Essex County Utilities 
Authority and the Port Authority 
of NY/NJ so they would not be 
obligated to send their trash to the 
Newark incinerator for the next ten 
years. They said that use of the 
incinerator would cost the taxpay­
ers more money. The contract 
might be the only option for the 
Essex County government, which 
faces a $144 million lawsuit for 
lost revenue damages.
MONTCLAIR - Mayor William 
Farlie may run for mayor again. 
He is forming an exploratory team 
to explore his options, even though 
he has not yet made a public an­
nouncement.
National News
MONTCLAIR - A total o f90,000 
children’s books have been do­
nated by publishers and will be 
sold at Booktoberfest, a sixth an­
nual fundraiser for children’s re­
sources in the Montclair library 
system. Booktoberfest, an effort 
to promote children’s literacy, was 
held on Oct. 2 and Oct. 3 at the 
campus of George Inness Annex 
of Montclair High School.
MONTCLAIR - Wheel chairs, 
computers and printers, and other 
rehabilitation equipment was sto­
len from West Essex Rehabilita­
tion Center on Walnut Street this 
weekend. The total cost of the sto­
len items was between $30,000 to
$40,000.____________________
Compiled from The Montclair Times 
by Christine Zielinski.
NEW YORK - A Manhattan Fed, 
eral grand jury indicted three Rus­
sian immigrants and their compa­
nies. The former vice president 
of the Bank of New York, her hus­
band, and an associate were in­
dicted for conspiring to take depos­
its illegally and to transfer money 
without proper licenses. The in­
dictment said the three people and 
their companies moved almost $7 
billion through the Bank of New 
York over three and a half years.
WASHINGTON - Both Demo­
crats and Republicans acknowl­
edged that the Senate would 
soundly reject Comprehensive 
Test Ban Treaty, a pact banning 
underground nuclear testing, and 
they each sought a face-saving 
way to put off a vote and declare 
victory. Each party said that de-
EAST TIMOR - Secretary-Gen­
eral Kofi Annan presented a plan 
for the U.N. to take control of East 
Timor and guide the territory to 
nationhood. The proposal re­
flected the grim conclusion that the 
savage rampages of anti-indepen­
dence militias since the territory 
voted on Aug. 30 for independence 
from Indonesia, along with the 
flight of all Indonesian authorities, 
left the organization no choice ex­
cept to take control of administra­
tion and defense in the next two to 
three years.
EAST TIMOR - The U.N. began 
to return as many as 250,000 refu­
gees to their homes in East Timor 
this week after they fled from West
feating the pact would be an em­
barrassing step, and could send the 
wrong message to emerging 
nuclear powers like India and Pa­
kistan.
ROCKVILLE - A group of sci­
entists at EntreMed, a biotechnol­
ogy company in Rockville, Md., 
say the prostate protein may be 
used by the body to fight cancer.
DENVER - After four days of try­
ing to find a 3-year-old boy, Jaryd 
Atadero, from Littleton, Colo., in 
the rugged mountains northwest of 
here, the authorities scaled back 
their search on Tuesday and are 
reassessing their approach. Tues­
day morning, most of the 40 to 50 
members of a search-and-rescue 
team were withdrawn from the 
two-mile search area so their scent
International News
Timor and Indonesia. There was 
17 tons of emergency supplies 
landed in Kupang, the West 
Timorese capital.
LONDON - Two commuter trains 
crashed and burst into flames dur­
ing the morning rush hour on Tues­
day, killing at least 26 people and 
severely injuring scores more on 
the same section of track in West 
London where a similar crash oc­
curred two years ago.
BELG RA D E - A conference 
sponsored by the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Eu­
rope was held for Serbian, 
Montenegrin and a few Albanian 
journalists to discuss their cover-
would not confuse the four dogs 
brought in to find the boy.
WASHINGTON - A preliminary 
draft of the U.S. Surgeon General’s 
Report on Mental Health, not yet 
released to the public, has caused 
an uproar among consumer advo­
cates, who say it gives too rosy and 
uncritical a picture of electroshock 
therapy. Electroconvulsive 
therapy is characterized as safe and 
effective treatment for depression. 
The treatm ent can be recom­
mended for select groups of pa­
tients with severe depression, par­
ticularly to those with associated 
active suicidal ideation, psychosis 
or catatonia.
Compiled from NYTtmes.com by 
Christine Zielinski
age of NATO’s bombing war over 
Kosovo, its causes and its after- 
math. During the war, media cov­
erage was strictly censored, and 
these journalists challenged the 
censorship.
TAIPEI - One of Taiwan’s notori­
ous crim inals was executed 
Wednesday for kidnapping and 
murdering a celebrity’s daughter 
and three other people. Chen 
Chin-hsing, also a convicted rap­
ist, ended his 1997 crime spree in 
a South African military attache’s 
home in suburban Taipei, where he 
took the man’s family hostage.
Compiled from NYTtmes.com and 
cnn.com by Christine Zielinski.
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List of Participants
President Susan Cole • Professor Catherine Bebout 
Dr. Gerard Caracciolo, Director o f  the International Center for the Arts 
Dr. Marina Cunningham, Director o f  Global Education • Dr. Simon Cole 
Professor Zhaodong Feng • Casey Flindt, Fine Arts Student 
Frank Thomas Foley III, NJN • John Griffin, SGA President 
April Hill, Fine Arts Student • John Hooker, NJN • Laura Kelly 
Dean Geoffrey Newman • Dean Alan Oppenheim • Professor John Specchio 
Justin Vellucci, Editor-In-Chief o f The Montclarion
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Former MSU 
Attend Cole s
By Rodney Point Du Jour______ -_________
Staff Writer
Hours before her inauguration, MSU’s 
eighth president. Dr. Susan Cole invited 
MSU staff and officials of past and present 
to an open house at her home on South Cam­
pus.
Among the invited guests 
were former MSU presidents 
Dr. Irvin Reid, and Dr. David 
Dickson, both of whom Cole 
had not yet met.
“I feel great,” Cole said.
“I’m very excited. I’ve finally 
met them...”
“We’ve exchanged e-mails 
for months,” Reid said. “I am 
happy to be able to have met 
- her in person and I think Dr.
Cole will be an excellent presi­
dent. Whatever plans she has 
for MSU’s future, she has the 
confidence to carry it 
through.”
“Absolute confidence,” Dr. Gregory 
Waters Interim President from 1997-1998, 
said.. “She [Cole] is the perfect president 
for the year 2000.”
Cole said she has plans to build parking 
garages, and more residence halls, to ad­
vance the university’s technology resources, 
and continue to hire talented faculty.
“I am proud of the faculty and staff,” 
Cole said. “It’s never one person. We have 
a lot of work ahead of us but our future will 
be even better.”
Despite the festivities, there were some
Presidents 
Open House
who had reservations about the university’s 
future.
“I think MSU is going in the right di­
rection.” Dickson said. “I hope that MSU 
does not become so big and mechanical that 
it loses it’s personal touch.”
Dickson, 88, resident of Orlando, Fla, 
served as the fifth president of MSU from 
1973-1984. He said he re­
members a college that 
was not only interested in 
educating students, but 
also interested in the stu­
dents themselves.
“Apart from the many 
things I love about MSU 
now, I feel a small college 
education is key in educat­
ing a student and getting 
to know the student as an 
individual,” Dickson said.
“I wouldn’t want to 
see MSU get any larger. 
We need to strengthen 
programs, departments, 
and people as we progress,” said Father Art 
Humphrey, former campus chaplain from 
1962-1996 said Father Art Humphrey. “You 
used to be able to sneeze in College 
and someone in Morehead would say 'God 
bless you.’”
Many guests wore MSU paraphernalia, 
such as ties and pins. Reid, current presi­
dent of Wayne State University in Detroit, 
Mich wore a brightly colored MSU pin on 
the lapel of his blue suit.
Reid adm itted that he still wears 
sweatshirts and T-shirts with MSU logos.
“I hope that 
MSU does not 
become so big 
and mechanical 
that it loses it’s - 
personal touch.
- Dr. D avid  Dickson, 
Former M S U  President
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Suspects M ay Face Six Months and Fine
By Nick Clunn
Staff Writer
A Bohn Hall resident and an ex-student 
could spend six months in jail and pay a 
$1,000 fine for falsely claiming that they 
were raped on campus, Campus Safety and
Security said.
The police are completing reports and 
gathering some last bits of information to 
present both unrelated cases to the Montclair 
Municipal Court on Friday where false re­
port charges will be filed and court dates 
will be set, Lt. Paul Cell said.
FIRE ALARM S
C O N T IN U E D  FROM P. 1
engines are immediately dispatched to the 
scene.
“The false alarms end up disturbing 
one hundred men forcing them to wake 
up and respond to the scene,” Pomponio 
said.
The alarms effect more than just the 
Blanton Hall community. They also 
hinder proper response to other emergen­
cies within Little Falls Township, 
Pomponio said.
‘The alarms are like crying wolf ev­
ery time,” Pomponio said.
According to Little Falls Township Or­
dinance 15-4.6, a fine is incurred after 
three false alarms.
“On the fourth alarm there is a fine of 
$50, the fifth $150 and anything over the 
excess o f seven is a fine of 1,000 per 
alarm,” Anne Kypers Deputy of the Town­
ship of Little Falls Municipal Clerks Of­
fice said.
“There are sometimes places that are 
exempt from this. The university may be 
on o f these exemptions,” Kypers said.
R  E
$250
W  A  ÍC  D
A $ 2 5 0  REWARD WILL BE 
GIVEN F d R  INFORMATION 
RESULTING IN THE IDENTITY 
OF THOSE
RESPONSIBLE FOR PULLING 
FALSE ALARMS
PLEASE CO N TACT MATTHEW  KANE OR 
A N Y  BLANTON STAFF MEMBER 
W ITH A N Y  INFORM ATION!!
COURTESY O f RESIDENCE LIFE
Q UICK  CASH: Residence Life has started posting signs such as this 
to give students incentive to help apprehend those pulling the alarms.
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 2000
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan 
Learn about Japanese culture and people 
Gain international experience
Requirements
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain a bachelor’s degree by July 16,2000
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Applications are now available. The deadline for application is December 8 ,1999. 
For more information and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan 
in New York City at 299 Park Avenue, 18th Floor. New York. NY 10171.
Call (212)418-4461 or 1-800-INFO-JET
Investigations last week led police to 
discover that the 20 year-old, junior Bohn 
Hall resident and an ex-student from Little 
Falls fabricated their stories. After police 
discovered this, they notified both alleged 
victims.
Cell said they both lied to police for “per­
sonal reasons” and would not disclose any 
further reasons.
Police are withholding the names to pro­
tect the females’ identity until the charges 
are filed. At that time, they will be released 
to the public.
Dean of Students Helen Matusow-Ayres 
is performing separate investigations of both 
incidents for the university.
No punishments have been handed down 
yet, but Director of Student Development 
and Campus Life, Karen Pennington said 
that some action will be taken.
Matusow-Ayres was unavailable for 
comment due to an emergency.
Police discovered that the ex-student 
was lying last Wednesday, one day after it 
was reported and two days after the assault 
was said to have occurred.
The alleged victim said that two Afri­
can-American males abducted her while she 
was walking on Carlisle Rd., raped her at 
an unfamiliar location, and left her at a park 
in Cedar Grove.
Police discovered that the Bohn Hall 
resident was lying last Wednesday as well, 
four days after she reported the false crime.
She had told police that a male friend 
that had come to visit her, threw her to the 
ground, and raped her in her room after 11 
p.m. on Sept. 25.
Interviews and the lack of physical evi­
dence led police to believe that her claims
SEE FALSE REPORTS O N  P. 5
Mentor Program 
in Short Supply 
of Volunteers
By Karen .Clarke
Staff Writer
The numbers of students in The Student 
Mentoring Leadership has plummeted, said 
Micheala Macauley, program coordinator. 
This is because of the lack of personaliza­
tion given because of the amount of people 
that do not feel socially responsible for 
helping the student community.
The program consists of a series of on­
going social and cultural activities as well 
as educational workshops designed to as­
sist students in making a transition to col­
lege life. It is also designed to foster pro­
ductive and enduring relationships between 
students and members of the faculty and 
staff.
“My main concerns are...students, and 
we’re in need for mentors,” said Macauley.
The mentors are wise, experienced 
people who want to play a significant role 
in guiding the personal and professional 
development of those younger and less ex­
perienced. This program maintains these 
relationships through hosting luncheon re­
ceptions, workshops and informative lec­
tures for all participants.
Through providing effective mentoring 
the,students in this program will have the 
opportunity to enhance upon academic 
skills, attitudes and behaviors in additionto 
developing a level of interaction, trust and 
communication which will promote a feel-
SEE M ENTO RS O N  P. 6
Business; i nJcou
Q U I N N I P I A C  C O L L E G E  
G R A D U A T E  P R O G R A M S
Master's:
Business Adminiitratian 
Health Adminiitratian 
Teaching 
Journalism 
Pathologists 'Assistant 
Physician A<sistant 
Advanced Physical Therapy 
Biamedicat Science 
Molecular and Celt Biology 
Nurse Practitioner 
First Profess'umal:
Law
Law/Business 
Administration 
Law/Health Administration
I ism.
w
Quinnipiac offers the caliber of programs, 
faculty and facilities you want in a 
graduate school. With a level of 
attention that’s equaled by few. It's 
the kind of practical, real world 
training and education that give 
you the skills, confidence, 
and connections you need 
to succeed in the most 
competitive I *£V 
field of all: L I T S
203-28 1 -8672/1 -800-462-1944  • Hamden, CT 06518  •  www.quinnipiac.edu
C halleng ing  s tudents to  m e e t 
the  cha llenges o f  th e  fu ture. Q ( iw iim a c  C o l l e g e
Looking for a 
good workout??
CARDIO-KICKBOXINGwith Marcus
Come join the fun!
Monday, October 11 
9pm in the Student Center Ballrooms
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T O  B E  O R  N O T  T O  B E ?
C O M IN G  SOON?!: Negotiations have been in progress between the administration, SGA, and Class One 
Concerts to bring the Goo Goo Dolls to a stage near you. Initial talks placed the concert in Yogi Berra Stadium 
on Oct. 27, though no date or location has been confirmed. Tune in next week for the story.
G o  R e d h a w k s !
Nobody can beat our spirit! Stop in and check 
out the best selection of officially licensed 
Redhawks clothing and gifts.
Get to the bookstores Web site through 
efollett.com and order your Redhawks 
merchandise from home!
Good Luck at Homecoming!
20% off all MSU clothing and gifts 
through October 9th.
We are open 10:00 am - 5:00 pm Homecoming day!
M O NTCLAIR STATE
U N I V E R S I T Y
B O O K S T O R E
, Student Center Building
ph: 655 -5460  • efollett.com
a n  % p a r t n e r  o f  ^ f o l l e t t . c o m
NEW & USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
Environmental 
Workshop to 
be Offered
By Gema de las Heras
Staff Writer
A New Jersey School of Conservation 
workshop will be held at the 30,000-acre 
Stokes State Forest, about 57 miles away 
from campus on Oct. 15 to 17. The facil­
ity is the largest university operated center 
for environmental education in the world.
“Teaching awareness as well as a bet­
ter understanding of what is happening to 
Earth is one of the principal goals of the 
new Environmental Workshop,” Dr. John 
Kirk, director of the School of Conserva­
tion, said.
Although the workshop is mainly 
geared towards faculty and teaching them 
“how to help students heal Earth,” Kirk 
said. “I encourage everyone to come be­
cause we all have a role to care for Earth.”
Teachers, students and other concerned 
individuals will have the opportunity to 
learn about the environment from differ­
ent perspectives by taking courses on Hu­
manities, Natural sciences, Social sciences 
and Outdoor pursuits.
Kirk and other racurty and guest speak­
ers will teach all the classes outdoors re­
gardless of weather conditions. Additional 
activities include a night hike and an as­
tronomy session.
Though participants will stay in heated 
cabins and dormitories, everyone must pro­
vide personal bedding and towels. Partici­
pants are also asked to bring clothing and 
footwear appropriate for the outdoors, and 
a flashlight.
While this is the first of the three work­
shops that will be held this year, the New 
Jersey School of Conservation has been or­
ganizing the workshops for 37 years.
“Every workshop is different and stu­
dents may earn credit by writing a paper 
after attending the workshop,” Kirk said.
The $110 fee for the workshop in­
cludes meals, lodging and a $25 non-re­
turnable registration fee. For more infor­
mation contact the School of Conservation 
at (973) 948-4646.
FALSE REPORTS
C O N T IN U E D  FROM P. 4
were false.
In light of the false reports, Cell said he 
wants students to take every alert seriously 
and not to pass them off as false.
“We handle every case on its own merit 
and we hope the community does, too,” Cell 
said.
“This is a danger that we have as a com­
munity,” Pennington said.
Hard slams are 
part 
of 
the 
job
Why play 
games 
with your 
health?
Jamie Thomas and Ed Templeton 
Champion Street Skaters
Tonight, make it vegetarian
For more information, contact Physicians 
Committee for Responsible Medicine 
(202) 686-2210, ext. 300 www.pcrm.org
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Philosophy For Children 
Center To Travel to Ukraine
By Maureen Samedy_____________________
Special to The Montclarion
A world-wide program founded by MSU 
more than 25 years ago in an attempt to de­
velop a curriculum in elementary and sec­
ondary school philosophy is going to Rus­
sia.
A Philosophy for Chil­
dren Center will open in 
the Ukraine within the 
next three years. Dr. Ann 
Margaret Sharp, Associate 
Director of the Institute for 
the Advancement of Phi­
losophy for Children 
(IAPC) said. The program 
as a sequence of proce­
dures which in the end, 
leads to a better education 
for children, Dr. Matthew 
Lipman, Director of IAPC 
said.
“Children reported 
that they are more enthu­
siastic about the way they are stimulated to 
think, and have fresh ideas,” Lipman said. 
“ W e  t r a in  tra in e rs  to train teachers to train 
children.”
The center began in 1969, but was offi­
cially established in 1974. Philosophy for 
Children is being offered both as a masters 
degree, and a newly established doctorate 
degree as of September ’99. There are 70 
other Philosophy for Children centers which 
provide teacher-education services to school
districts, both nationally, and internationally; 
the largest one being in Brazil. MSU has 
recently had students working in Watchung 
schools and Plainfield schools, Sharp said.. 
Brynhildur Sigurdardottir is pursuing a doc­
torate in Philosophy for Children at MSU, 
and feels that the impact it will have on stu­
dents will be large.
The trip came after a 
$246,549 grant was awarded to 
MSU by the United States In­
formation Agency (USIA) to 
launch a partnership with 
Kirovograd State Pedagogical 
University (KSPU) in the 
Ukraine.
“The Ukraine, with this 
grant, hopes to prepare a num­
ber of professors from the State 
University in Philosophy for 
Children so that they can one, 
disseminate it to their under­
graduate students who are pre­
paring to become teachers, and 
two, take it into the schools in 
the Ukraine,” Sharp said.
“It’s a revolution in teaching. It forces 
students to think, and have a sense of what 
they are thinking,” Sigurdardottir said. 
Through a worldwide promulgation of Phi­
losophy for Children, Lipman believes that 
the value of ones idea can be quite exciting.
“The importance of thinking does not 
have to be a dreary chore. It can be pre­
sented non-competitively, and students care 
for each other,” Lipman said.
“It’s a
revolution in 
teaching. It 
forces students 
to think...
-Brynhildur 
Sigurdardotti, 
Philosophy student
— W -
M E N T O R S
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ing of belonging. These feelings will en­
courage confidence and furthec growth, 
which will benefit them academically and 
socially.
“Freshman are our priority and we un­
derstand that they need support and guid­
ance of others to help them make the transi­
tion to college life,” said Macauley.
The program consists of mentors, fac­
ulty, staff and administrators who are dedi­
cated to nurturing the growth of these men­
tors in addition to Academic Peer Partners 
who have received great academic recogni­
tion (for maintaining a 3.0 G.P.A or better) 
who are also concerned and in support of
the growth and development of others..
The program is beginning its new phase 
for this semester. Macauley shows great 
concern for the lack of staff, faculty and ad­
ministrative participation.
“I was fortunate to be a part of a pro­
gram like this. I have improved so 
much...mentally and socially,” said Malisa 
Hargrove, mentee.
“Our program is designed to provide a 
supportive and nurturing atmosphere that 
will help develop self motivation, indepen­
dence and the interpersonal skills necessary 
to ensure success, retention and graduation,” 
said Dean James Harris, Dean of Students 
and Program Director.
to Support Diversity
Several Organizations are Supporting the “Taste 
the World” Food Festival at the end of October
By Alexandra Vallejo___________________
Staff Writer
The “Taste the World” Food Festival 
will take place Oct. 28 from 12-2 p.m. in 
the Student Center Ballrooms. The Unity 
Collaboration is looking for any organiza­
tions, students, faculty and staff that would 
like to participate in their fifth annual food 
festival, said Dean James Harris, Associ­
ate Dean of Students.
The food festival’s current co-sponsors 
are the Unity Collaboration part of the 
Dean of Students’ office and the Interna­
tional Student Organization. Other orga­
nizations participating include the Dietetic 
organization, the Latin American Student 
Organization (L.A.S.O.), the Organization 
of Students for African Unity (O.S.A.U.), 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., and Mu 
Sigma Upsilon Sorority, Inc. Lambda 
Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc., Zeta Phi 
Beta Sorority, Inc., Lamda Theta Omega 
Sorority, Inc., Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity, 
Inc., Lambda Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, 
Inc., and Sigma Psi Phi Sorority, Inc. are 
also participating yi the event.
The organizer’s are looking for any­
one, other organizations, to participate. 
The requirements are to help promote the 
event, and help either in planning or ex­
ecuting the event. Meetings are held ev­
ery Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the Student Cen­
ter room 417.
The food festival features various foods 
from different ethnicities, backgrounds, 
races and cultures. The food will be pro­
vided by the organizations participating. 
There will also be entertainment. Currently, 
O.S.A.U. and L.A.S.O. and the I.S.O. will 
be doing dances, singing and playing mu­
sical instruments.
At the entrance, there will be a dona­
tion request of $3. The proceeds support a 
non-profit organization on or off-campus, 
yet to be determined.
Last year, the food festival was very suc­
cessful. The proceeds went to Star Hope 
in Paterson, NJ. Star Hope is a multi-ser­
vice organization that services poor and un­
derprivileged families.
The main goal of the Unity Collabora­
tion is to “increase involvement of students 
working with each other with a common 
cause,” Harris said.
The Unity Collaboration also sponsors 
the World’s Fair Day held every spring. 
Many activities are held during the day, in­
cluding the “Hands Across Campus,” where 
students make a chain throughout campus 
by holding hands. The Unity Collabora­
tion will also be sponsoring the “All To­
gether Different Student Leadership Week­
end Retreat” held Oct. 23-24 at the New 
Jersey School-of Conservation.
Anyone interested in participating in 
any of the activities, contact the office of 
the Dean.
THE INSTITUTE FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE 
AND SCIENCE OFSAINT BARNABAS
An affiliate of the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
AS AN EGG DONOR, 
YOU CAN HELP A 
COUPLE BE WHAT 
THEY’VE ALWAYS 
DREAMED OF BEING.
A FAMILY.
T h e  Institute for Reproductive Medicine and Science of Saint Barnabas 
Medical Center is seeking egg donors.
There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to have a family. That’s 
why we're reaching out to you—women of all ethnic backgrounds, between the 
ages of 21 and 32, who are willing to donate eggs. You will be carefully screened 
both medically and psychologically to ensure your optimum health. Our donation 
program adheres to the highest ethical standards, and your participation will be 
confidential.
After you have completed an egg donor cycle, you will be compensated 
$5,000. To qualify, you must have medical insurance and be able to provide your 
own transportation to and from the hospital.
Residents of New York can have screening and daily monitoring tests per­
formed locally by a physician practice which is associated with the Institute.
For m ore  in fo rm a tio n  o n  b e in g  an  egg  d o n o r, 
p lease  ca ll 1 (8 0 0 ) 8 2 4 -3 1 2 3 _________
We’re right here when you need us.
■ ■  SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
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TIIE FOLLOWING IS A. PARTIAL LIST OF LAW SCHOOLS REG1STEKEU FOR THIS F.VF.N T:
Albany
Cardozo
Miami
Temple
Ohio Northern 
Syracuse 
Suffolk 
Widener
Howard
"Washington <& Lee 
U. o f Connecticut 
District o f Columbia 
U. o f Pennsylvania 
Rutgers - Camden 
Seton Hall University 
Univ. o f Maryland
Quinnipiac 
New York Law 
Dickinson 
New England 
C a s e  W e s t e r n  
Rutgers - Newark 
Villanova 
George IVI ns on
Boston University
Dayton
Fordham
C L W V "
Pace
St. John’s
Touro
Brooklyn
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Controversial Art Exhibit
»
Causes National Media Frenzy
KATRINA KINSELLA/ MONTCLARION
A protestor outside o f  the Brooklyn Museum o f  A rt offers his response to Mayor 
Giuliani’s suggested cut in funding after a recent exhibit began to cause controversy
By Dan Lombardi
Staff Writer
F inally a museum exhibit that Clive Barker would be proud of. High art has arrived to the metropolitan area 
after being away for far too long.
If you ever go to the museum, look for 
the severed cow heads in pools of blood 
with live flies circling it. Then go see the 
human torso trussed to a tree with the head 
and genitalia hacked 
off, and after that you 
can see a sculpture of 
a bust of a man’s face 
made out of his own 
frozen blood.
Or maybe you’ll 
want to see the sus­
pended cadaver 
wrapped in cord and 
limbs ithat protrude 
from the torso, or the 
pig in formaldehyde 
with it’s skin peeled back like a banana and 
rotting entrails exposed.
I f  you’vc tost your appetite after hear­
ing what might be some vampire’s idea o f a 
night on the town, your not alone. The 
Brooklyn Museum, in a desperate attempt 
to drum up publicity and attendance, has put 
together an exhibit that has parts consisting 
of exactly what was mentioned in the pre­
vious passage.
The obvious outcry of “it’s not art, it’s 
just sick,” has been screamed from the 
Catholic Church protestors to the living- 
room of the mayor. And the mayor has more
tools than excommunication up his sleeve. 
He has pulled $7 million of funding from 
the museum because of the continued pa­
tronage to this kind of art.
The museum, which put this exhibit on 
to raise revenue, has been seen by some to 
shoot itself in the foot with this result. But, 
due to a federal law which prohibits the 
withdrawal of funding to the arts after it has 
been given just because the donor isn’t 
happy with the art, the show, as they say 
will go on. And what a show it is.
Aside from the 
aforementioned gal­
lery of the grotesque 
as some call it, there 
are sections of the 
exhibit displaying 
child abuse and 
S&M sex. Others 
portraying the last 
supper of Christ with 
Christ removed and 
replaced by a topless 
woman.
This explains the church’s outrage. But, 
what of the public. For as many people that 
are disgusted, there are many that are in­
trigued. And for the first time since Jack- 
son Pollack art has, through controversy, 
brought on a much needed slap in the face.
After too many years of New York so­
cialites declaring what they consider art to 
be simply by what’s in vogue that year at 
the Hamptons, a true injection of creativity 
is being pumped into the art world. Whether 
or not people like or dislike the display at 
the Brooklyn Museum is irrelevant.
What’s important is that a new and dif­
ferent artistic genre has received mainstream 
attention and recognition. This will no doubt 
spur copy-cat artists all over the world to 
push the envelope even further. Although, 
how much farther than severed cows heads 
can one go, is beyond me.
Art, like any form of expression, would 
grow stale and stagnant if no new and dif­
ferent methods were ever used. And usu­
ally the most famous artists aren’t appreci­
ated by their peers until after their dead, 
because they were far ahead of the pack. .
This is evident with poets like William 
Blake, who was considered quite mad by 
his peers, or Edgar Allen Poe who never
made enough to live on from his writings 
while he was alive. But eventually these 
visionaries who are often considered mad 
or overly depressed by their peers, turn out 
to change the face of the genre long after 
their dead.
These artists of the grotesque in the 
Brooklyn Museum are only carrying the tra­
dition that all art forms need to survive. They 
challenge what is considered the standard 
and sacred, and turn the critics on their 
heads. Maybe in 2050 we will be going to 
the Luvs with our grandchildren to see the 
Mona Lisa along side ofSevered Cow 
Heads.
“It’s not art, it’s just si^k.
-Protestors affiliated 
with the Catholic 
Church
--------- W
A Variety o f Alternatives to the M onotonous Bar Scene
By Jennifer Cannataro
Staff Writer
A re you always complaining that there is nothing to do? Depending on your definition of fun, there are 
many things to do other than going to bars 
and clubs and consuming alcohol. The club 
and bar scene quickly becomes old and 
corny because its overdone.
Many students complain of boredom 
when they are less then 20 miles from one 
of the most exciting cities in the country. 
We are close to pprks, country sides, beaches 
and ski resorts. There is easy access to en­
tertainment, yet many of us are just lazy and 
expect the entertainment to come to us. 
That’s not how it works, unless you want 
the remainder of your social life to consist 
of only movies and dinner.
The first step would be to looking in the 
entertainment section of newspapers for lists 
of on/off Broadway plays, special events, 
movies, concerts, sports events, ticket in­
formation and more.
The Internet is also a useful resource in 
finding places to go and things to do. Go to 
aolsearch.com, < regional < US < New Jer­
sey or type in the address: h ttp :// 
aolsearch aol.com/cat.adp?id= 18418 for 
New Jersey and www.citysearch.com for 
New York City. These sites give informa­
tion on restaurants, shopping, arts, sports, 
music, tickets, etc. and include actual street 
maps for the area you want to visit.
In this area of New Jersey, we have ac­
cess to plenty of outdoor activities. Take 
advantage of the local parks such as Verona 
Park, Brookdale Park and Rifle Camp Park 
in Garret Mountain. Roller blade, ride bikes, 
go hiking or have a picnic with friends or a 
date. In spirit of the fall season, many farms 
hold haunted hayrides in October
Enjoy the country air while picking de­
licious Jersey apples and having a picnic 
with friends, family or couples at the vari­
ous orchards located throughout New York 
State ( some are about an hour away). There 
are small strawberry, pumpkin and apple 
picking farms as well.
You could also head down to Hoboken 
to look at the 
city skyline 
and grab 
something to 
eat at the vari­
ous restau­
rants. Park 
your car by 
the ferry in 
W eehawken 
for $5 and 
have a picnic 
on the beauti­
ful landscap­
ing overlook­
ing the sky­
line, or take 
the ferry to 
the New York 
Waterway in 
Manhattan for 
$7 dollars.
It’s a pleasurable, relaxing ride across the 
Hudson and includes free bus transportation 
to all the main stops in Manhattan.
You also have the fairly convenient op­
tion of commuting by bus and train into 
Manhattan, where there is tons to do. The 
SoHo section appears to be completely sepa­
rate from the rest of Manhattan with its re­
laxing atmosphere of tree lined streets and 
beautiful apartments, cutting edge fashion 
stores, classy restaurants and bars, art gal­
leries, quiet coffee shops and delicious bak­
eries.
If you think you can’t afford it, then just 
go to walk around and window shop. The 
same idea works for going to Greenwich 
Village on the weekend. At around Eighth 
Avenue there is a huge street fair type setup 
with funnel cakes and sausage and pepper 
stands along side hundreds of vendor stands 
selling hip merchandise at negotiable prices.
You could 
also stop at 
W ashington 
Square Park 
to see if any 
events or per- 
fo rm a n c e s  
are going on.
Go up­
town to Fifth 
Avenue to 
browse in the 
many de­
signer bou­
tiques such as 
G u c c i ,  
Versace or 
Prada, just to 
see what’s on 
the runways 
this season. 
D u r i n g  
Christmas, go on your own or with the ferry 
tour to Rockefeller Center to see the Christ­
mas Tree and ice-skating rink, or go to the 
ice skating rink in Central Park.
You’ll feel like a child again in F.A.O. 
Schwartz, the largest toy store in the area. 
Visit St. Patrick’s Cathedral to see the amaz­
ing architecture and sculptures. View the 
enchanting Christmas décor at the luxuri­
ous Plaza Hotel.
Appreciate some of the finest art in the 
world at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
Admission for students is whatever dona­
tion you decide to give, even if it’s just $1. 
You could have a snack at one of the quaint 
coffee bars that serve delicious deserts, 
rather then going to the expensive restau­
rant or overpriced cafeteria. Since it is lo­
cated next to Central Park, you also have 
the option to bring your own lunch and have 
a picnic in the park.
As for theater information, always check 
the newspapers for updated, on and Off- 
Broadway plays and local theaters such as 
The New Jersey Performing Arts Center in 
Newark. Student discounts are always avail­
able with an ID.
Discount tickets to Broadway and other 
plays in Manhattan are available on a same- 
day basis and are really worth the chance. 
The locations are: The Times Square The­
ater Center in Duffy Square at Broadway 
and 47th Street, and the Lower Manhattan 
Theater Center is in the mezzanine at Two 
World Trade Center (no credit cards or per­
sonal checks accepted).
You can pick up a copy of the Village 
Voice for more listings of theater events and 
other performances. You can also find ad­
vertisements for Manhattan dance clubs, 
many of which are “eighteen to party” so 
you can fill some of your nights with danc­
ing.
Another wise option is to use the money 
you would spend on nightlife to go on inex­
pensive weekend camping or skiing trips. 
We are close to the Delaware Water Gap, 
which has many campsites along its shores 
and many outdoors activities such as canoe­
ing, hiking and fishing. At the rate of about 
$8 a night, just grab your camping gear and 
get a bunch of friends to go sit around the 
campfire and roast marshmallows.
With so many choices for a fun evening, 
pick one and enjoy!
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• King & Queen Voting, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. & 4-6, SC
• ISO, 12 p.m. SC 416
• 4 Walls, 4 p.m. SC121
• Conservation Club, 4:15 p.m. Comm. Lounge
. . . . .  ' r
1. 1 1
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• Chi Alpha, 7:30 p.m. SC411
• OSAU Gospel Choir, 7:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
• Drive In: Varsity Blues 9 p.m., American Pie 11 
p.m. SC Quad
#*»
Thursday
• National Depression Screening Day • Movie: American Pie, 8 p.m. Calcia Hall
• Unity Collaboration, 11 a.m. SC 417 • Bonfire & announcement
• Shabbat Dinner, 7 p.m. 303 Clove (x4838) of King and Queen finalists, 8 p.m.
• Battle of the Bands, 7:30 p.m. SC Ballrooms (x7586) • Float Building, 8:30-2:30 a.m. Parking Lots Friday
• Pride in Patterson Day-river clean up, 9:30 a.m.(x5320)
• HOMECOMING: Street Fair, 11 a.m. Parade, 12 p.m.
BBQ, SC Quad, 2:30 p.m. Step Show, 3 p.m. 
Football Game, half time fireworks, 7 p.m.
Saturday
• Rest up after Homecoming
• Get some reports and studying done that has been put off since September
• Call all those people who you have been neglecting recently
Sunday
• National Coming Out Day
• Love Makes a Family: photo exhibit about gay/ lesbian/ transsexual families, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. SC 420
• Flag Raising, 12 p.m. SC Quad
• Lecture: Freedom of Expression vs. Freedom from Hostility, 1-4 p.m. SC Ballroom B Monday
• WMSC (radio station), 4 p.m. SC 110
• Water Watch, 4:30 p.m. MA 258
• Players, 6 p.m. SC 126
• OSAU, 7:30 p.m. SC Cafe C Tuesday
• Lecture: Family Matters, 11 a.m.-l p.m. SC 419 (Panel discussion on lifestyles of gays and lesbians 
of MSU community)
• Geology Club, 4-5p.m. MA 259
• C.L.U.B, 7 p.m. SC 112D ________ Wednesday
Search in g For A  M ajor f
Explore Your Options a t the
Discover Your M ajor Fair
Tuesday, October 12 
11 :OOam -  3:00pm 
Student Center Ballrooms
JUST DROP IN!
Talk With Faculty - ôet Info On All Majors
For more information...
Call Academic Advising 65S-4106
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Editor Finds Niche in MagazineFive Majors and
Andrea Rosengarten,
Managing Editor of Jane 
magazine, explains her success
By Tiffany Klabin Palisi
Staff Writer
TP: Tell us a bit about yourself.
AR: Was born and raised in New York. 
Graduated with a BA in English. Married 
for 15 years (yikes!) and have two perfect 
children. We live in New Jersey, a mere 
two hours commute, each way.
TP: When you were a child, what did 
you want to be when you grew up?
AR: A fireman. My brother always got 
the cool fire trucks with blinking lights and 
sirens and 1 always ended up with the stu­
pid dolls with hair that grew.
TP: How did you break into the maga­
zine business?
AR: I always had a love for magazines.
1 was one of those girls who subscribed to 
more magazines than what would fit in my 
mailbox. So when I went to college I ma- 
j\>rc<j ,n chemistry, Hmmm. OK, I also loved 
the elderly and decided to become a physi- 
cal therapist.
Then I majored in early education be­
cause I loved kids and decided to become a 
teacher. Then I majored in psychology be-
Two Jobs Later,
cause my friends always came to me for 
advice and I figured I could at least get paid 
for it.
Then, 1 majored in English. 1 decided 1 
would land a job at a magazine so I wouldn’t 
have to pay for at least one of those sub­
scriptions. After graduating, I got a job at a 
scientific book publisher where I scratched 
out wood pulp from camera-ready pages.
Moved on to 
Times Mirror maga­
zines where I became 
a production editor, 
the assistant manag­
ing editor then man­
aging editor of SKI 
Magazine. Fate, a 
blind ad and the op­
portunity to work for 
Jane Pratt brought me 
to Jane two years 
ago.
TP: How did Jane magazine begin?
AR: In early 1996 Jane Pratt, former edi­
tor-in chief of Sassy, decided it was time to 
launch a new magazine. One that addressed 
the needs and issues of the grown-up Sassy 
reader. After much sweat and tears and very 
little sleep, our premiere issue hit the news­
stands in September of the same year.
TP: What is a typical day at Jane maga­
zine like for you?
AR: Organized madness. The only typi­
cal occurrence during my day is that with­
out fail the computers will crash on dead­
line and I’ll hear three dozen times a day 
“Now what is the last possible day that we 
can shoot/ship/edit/write that?”
My normal day actually begins some­
where around 7 a.m. when early morning 
paperwork is addressed. All the not-so-fun 
stuff like budgets and billing are completed 
before the rest of the staff arrives, some­
where between 9 and 
10 a.m.
Then my day im­
plodes with the end­
less decisions on 
story assignm ents 
and manuscript qual­
ity, editing, cover and 
celebrity booking, art 
and photography, 
promotions and pub­
licity, personal issues, 
etc., etc.
TP: How do you decide which articles 
to run and what to put in your magazine?
AR: Jane strives to create a forum where 
healthy attitudes are nurtured and devel­
oped. It speaks to women about personal 
style and beauty, about accepting differ­
ences, about never falling victim to any pre­
scribed notion of what they can or can’t do 
based on age or gender.
You will never find a story in Jane on 
how to lose 10 pounds or how to get a hus­
band. Rather, we have a column called 
“eat,” look for stories on becoming all that 
you can for you, not for someone else. The
philosophy of positive self-image is para­
mount.
We try to address the real hard-hitting 
issues that relate to this generation. In a way, 
the magazine is like a sitcom, where month 
to month the readers get to know and con­
nect with the personalities of the writers.
The readers of the magazine connect 
with the staff so uniquely that they use me­
diums like our message boards on our web 
site to express themselves candidly.
TP: You get to meet lots of famous 
people. Are you ever star-struck? Can you 
tell me a funny story that happened at work?
AR: What becomes so evident with the 
number of stars coming through this office 
is that they are simply people, like you and 
me, who just happen to have jobs where they 
are well known. They truly have the same 
concerns, the same insecurities, the same 
love issues, the same bad hair days.
Case in point, a guy meanders into the 
office one late afternoon last winter looking 
rather disheveled. Homeless is what 1 actu­
ally thought. You know the look, holey 
woolen hat pulled down over his eyes, dirty 
coat and buttoned one hole off. He shuffled 
into the office looking quite a bit uncom­
fortable and out of place. I ran over to kindly 
escort him to the door.
Just as I was about to call for security I 
realized it was....Well, maybe I shouldn’t say, 
but trust me it was a very high profile celeb­
rity. It’s hard to get star struck when even 
the most highly visible celebrity can look 
worse that you do on a bad day!
“ Fate... brought me to 
Jane 2 years ago.
- Andrea Rosengarten, 
Managing Editor of Jane 
Magazine
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L E A R N  T O  E A R N . . . . F R E E !
You can  e a rn  e x tra  incom e a s  a  qualified  tax  preparer!
Learn the fundamentals of income tax preparation with the Jackson Hewitt Income Tax Course.
•TUITION-FREE!
•Day and Evening Classes!
•Flexible Hours and Convenient Locations! 
•Many Successful Graduates Work For Us!
Classes start soon! For more information, call the number 
listed below, or visit our website at www.iacksonhewitt.com
973-748-9222 
Call Today!
W * m S ü f f lW
There may be a small fee for books and supplies.
J O R N A S H
A different kind of Salon
H A IR C U T  • M 5 » !
INCLUDES: »SHAMPOO
•STRESS RELIEF SCALP MASSAGE 
• «HAIR AND SCALP CONDITIONER 
•PRODUCT FINISH
A8K ABOUT OUR 10/10 CLUB DISCOUNT!
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
NO APPI 
NECESSARY!
Mon. To Fri. 9 To 9, Sat. 9 To Sun. 9 To 3
973-338-3131
(IN FRONT OF BROOKOALE SHOPRITE)
1405 Broad Street • Bloomfield. N.J. 07003
An all-campus event! Everyone welcome!
Monday 
October 11 
1999
1-2:30 p.m.
Student 
Center 
Ballroom B
with breakout 
sessions from 
3*4 p.m.
THE ISSUES
/  Free speech and hate speech
✓  Social implications of democratic dialogue 
/  Rights of minority groups to a
non-threatening campus climate
✓  Dynamics of classroom politics
THE SPEAKERS
• Ann Beeson
Staff Counsel, ACLU National Headquarters, NYC
• Megan Boler
Professor, Social Foundations of Education 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
• Joseph A. Fortunato
Member ol NAACP, Essex County
• Lenora M. Lapidus
Logal Director, ACLU-NJ
Sponsored by („ill 'jA Student Ciavemmcnt Association. Unity Coiil ■mii'im. 
Cofloge ot Educatin' and Human Sonac«, Visiting Wntcr, Proq .yn'EtvjWi 
department Coleqe Ot Hununtcs and Social Sdemes O h'h  .1' tvoagtgy. 
Women’'. 0 4 «. Wik im i s Sluders Program. Campus Peer Medal «1- Contct
Supported by President's Commission on Aftimwtiv»* A, Ik ■ 1. Sl’tXIMUMS 
AuiuhIh tor Educate»! :ri a Democracy. UJ NetworK ten Educational 
Wtkwss Center, Justice Studies Program. 1 n.iai Studies Department
for mort Inlormatlon, contact Sally McWilHaim (»SI53101 MatKjhn Gnsjory («7049)
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$ 1 . 0 0  
Hard Shell
Taco
M W
d  X
l e a n  & T u s c a n  R e s ta u r a i
149 Valley Road, Mtc 973-509-9375
marriage of Italian & Mexican" - Star Ledger'
| $3.00 Lunch
includes can of soda 
Choice of: 
BURRITO OR 
QUESADILLA 
with this coupon
1 5 %  O F F  
entire check 
fo r  ta b le  o f 4  o r 
m ore to  d ine in
(purchase o f entrée by 
each person required 
along with coupon)
Friday Oct. 8 • Sat. Oct 9 • Sun. Oct. 10 
FREE ADMISSION  
Calcia Auditorium
f e  v i e «
Apply on the web 
and get up to *18 of 
FREE calling time.'
• « 5  of FREE calling 
time just for applying.
• Apply on the internet 
and get an additional 
•1 5  of FREE calling 
time when you make 
your first purchase. 
( •5  if you apply
by phone.)
• Get a 5 %  rebate 
towards calling on 
all purchases^
• No annual fee.
• No credit history 
required.
!
w w w . g t e c a r d . c o m
o r
1 - 8 8 8 - 5 9 1 - 7 9 0 0
"Calling time will automatically be credited to your GTE Calling Card account 
^When you carry a balance from month to month. Call our toll-free number or 
visit our web site for complete disclosure of terms and conditions.
Hispanics Throughout the 
Globe Celebrate Their Culture
COURTESY OF NET PhtOTOS
Jennifer Lopez’s recent explosion into the movie and music scenes proves that the Latin 
culture is hotter than ever.
By Nina Jimenez______________________
Special to The Montclarion
N ational Hispanic Heritage Month began with a boom by a declaration from the Presidential 
Proclamation. The following statement was 
read on September 14,1999:
“During National Hispanic Heritage 
Month, we reflect on the history of a people 
who were part of this land long before the 
birth of the United States.
“Hispanics were among the earliest Eu­
ropean settlets in the New World, and His­
panics as a people like their many cultures 
— share a rich history and 
great diversity.
“Hispanic Americans 
have roots in Europe, Africa, 
and South and Central 
America and close cultural 
ties to Mexico, the Carib­
bean, Central Am erica,
South America, and Spain.
“The diversity has 
brought variety and richness 
to the Mosaic that is America 
and has strengthened our na­
tional character with invalu­
able perspective, experi­
ences, and values.”
. National Hispanic Heri­
tage Month is a declared holiday celebrated 
from Sept. 15- Oct. 15. Although the proc­
lamation only dates back to 1996, the 
Latino/a American population has always 
celebrated its culture, diversity, and history 
through a series of events.
The sound of the drums and melody of 
the language lead Hispanics into the festivi­
ties every year. Hispanic art, literature, 
music, history, and cuisine are very impor­
tant factors in the culture, helping Hispan­
ics find their own identities as well as unit­
ing them as a group.
National Hispanic Heritage Month has 
always celebrated it’s month with events 
such as Latin Film Festivals, Parrandas, a 
large group of musicians who get together 
to play all sorts of Latin-American beats, 
and Cultural Diversity dinners.
This year “LatinoLink,” a web site about 
Latino issues, has set up a calendar about 
the events and festivities that are taking 
place all around the world for Hispanic Heri­
tage Month. From hot house jazz bands to
Hispanic art exhibits, this year’s program­
ming offers a wide range of diverse, cul­
tural events.
Latino/a Americans, or Hispanic Ameri­
cans, have paved the way for success in sci­
ence, the arts, business, government, and 
every other field of achievement. Many 
have struggled and died for their culture. 
If it were not for the realization of their own 
culture and history, they, as well as all other 
Hispanics, might have been lost.
This is why National Hispanic Heritage 
Month is celebrated; to reflect upon their 
heroes as well as their achievements. They 
share their culture, a piece of their souls with 
the nation, and welcome them to experience 
their world.
The holiday gives people 
a chance to better understand 
Latin culture, to share in their 
beliefs, to experience what 
they have lived through, what 
they have cried about, what 
they have feared, what they 
have laughed about, and what 
they love and appreciate.
America is recognizing 
the accomplishments of His­
panic Americans over time. A 
speech given by President 
Clinton pointed out some of 
the most achieved scholars of 
the Latin American culture:
“Hispanic Americans serve as NASA 
astronauts, including Dr. Ellen Ochoa, the 
first Hispanic woman in space. Mario 
Molina of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology shared a noble Prize in chem­
istry for research that raised awareness of 
the threat that chlorofluorocarbons pose to 
the earth’s protective ozone layer.
“Cuban-A m erican writer Oscar 
Hijuelos won a Pulitzer Prize for fiction, 
and Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra gave us 
the classic adventures of Don Quixote and 
Sancho Panza.”
The goal of National Hispanic Heritage 
Month is to educate the public about the 
pride and respect that Hispanics have to­
ward their culture. They are not made up of 
just one culture originating from one coun­
try; there are many and they are indeed dif­
ferent, yet so closely related.
It’s diversity is respectfully celebrated 
and honored during this month. Happy Na­
tional Hispanic Heritage Month to all broth­
ers and sisters y “Sigue Palante.”
“Hispanics as a 
people - like 
their many 
cultures- share 
a rich history 
and great 
diversity.
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Communication Improved Between Police and Students
An open forum on Police/Community Relations enlightens students about safety through student and administrative speakers
By Leah Soltis_____________________ _ _ _ _
Staff Writer
I t was to a moderate crowd gathered in. the Student Center Quad last Thursday that Dean Harris began the first in a se­
ries of open forums designed to encourage 
communication between the students and 
administrating bodies here at MSU.
This first forum discussed relations be­
tween the police departments and the com­
munity both on campus and off. Harris’s 
hope is to stimulate cooperation between 
them.
The forum was co-sponsored by the Stu­
dent Government Association, Phi Sigma 
Sigma Sorority, the MSU chapter of the 
NAACP, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Theta
Phi Beta Sorority and Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority. It was hosted by a variety of speak­
ers, including the Deputy-Chief of the Mont­
clair Police Department and SGA President, 
John Griffin.
Harris began his introductions with the 
shocking statement that yes, there is racial 
profiling going on in New Jersey even as 
we speak and that current research only 
proves it. This caught the audience’s atten­
tion as he went on to explain that here in 
Montclair, people are trying their best to 
overcome it.
Next he introduced Deputy-Chief David 
Harmon of the Montclair Police Department 
who explained how they are trying to bridge 
the gap between the police and the commu­
nity.
His speech included descriptions of vari­
ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION
Items collected by M S U  students fo r the 1999 Citra Scavenger Hunt, held on Oct. 2
A H u n t T hrough  New York
3 MSU students compete and 
win in an all day scavenger 
hunt throughout the Big Apple
By Heather Ossandon
Staff Writer
A Citra Hunt was held here at MSU on Aug. 30. There were three sepa rate hunts that consisted of six 
teams each round. Many students got in­
volved and ran around campus trying to ful­
fill the requirements of the hunt.
When all of the teams involved finished 
competing and the smoke cleared, the vic­
tors turned out to be Mike Finnerty, Jill 
Manganello and Liz Hutchinson who won 
an all expense paid trip to compete in an­
other scavenger hunt. The Citra Champion­
ship Hunt, held this past Saturday, Oct. 2 in 
New York City.
The threesome met at the South Street 
Seaport at noon, along with the fourteen 
other teams from various colleges. All of 
the teams received three lists for the com­
petition, an outline of the rules and regula­
tions and $ 150 to cover expenses from trans­
portation to collectable items. The three lists 
consisted of three separate parts to the hunt. 
One list was the photography section, for 
which they received a disposable Polaroid 
camera and a list of 20 various things that 
they had to photograph. The second list was 
of 25 random items that had to be collected. 
The third and final list was of twenty five 
questions that had to be answered.
The team met at two checkpoints, one 
at 1:30 p.m. at the TKTS booth on Broad­
way and one at 2:45 on 14 Street. The race 
lasted until 4 p.m., when they met back at 
the South Street Seaport. All of the items 
from their lists held different point values 
and were tallied up appropriately.
While the teams waited in anticipation 
numerous prizes were given away, ranging 
from T-shirts to windbreakers and of course, 
all of the free Citra they could fill their belly 
with. To pass the time while the judges tal­
lied up the points a live band, The Gerani­
ums, played for the contestants. When all 
was said and done the MSU team came up 
victorious and they won an all expense paid 
trip for six to Mt. Stowe, Vermont, which 
they will be enjoying during the winter 
break.
ous programs implemented within the de­
partment, including a program that has chil­
dren collecting baseball card-type pictures 
and descriptions of the Montclair Police in 
an effort to help the kids acquaint them­
selves with their Ipcal officers.
The familiarity that this “game” should 
bring about is meant to help bring a more 
small-town feel to Montclair. Children and 
parents will get to know the officers by name 
and eventually feel more comfortable ap­
proaching them should ever a need arise.
Sgt. Terry, also of the Montclair Police 
Department, went on to describe the posi­
tive changing philosophies of policing tech­
niques that are slowly invading our com­
munity.
Since the idea was to get the police to 
work in close connection with our commu­
nity, Griffin and Jason Jerimiah, a member 
of lota Phi Theta Fraternity, were also cho­
sen to speak in the panel of this forum.
Griffin spoke about how students can get 
involved in their own government. While 
students walked among the crowd trying to 
register voters, Jerimiah told of how he has 
been the subject of racial profiling and how 
it can effect people’s lives.
Finally, the chief of MSU Police, Phil 
Coletrie, and Sergeant Rozzado, also of 
campus police, spoke about the new safety 
precautions that have been taken on cam­
pus in recent years to help put a damper on 
any kind of criminal activity.
They also mentioned that crime preven­
tion programs, such as the bike patrol and 
specific assignment of officers to residence 
halls, have only been implemented for a 
short time, but have seemed to have a posi­
tive effect on the safety of the campus.
After the initial panel of speakers com­
pleted their round, the students seated on 
the stairs surrounding the quad were per­
mitted to ask questions.
Both Karen Pennington, Vice President 
of Student Development and Campus Life, 
and Ned Gross, the alternate student repre­
sentative on the MSU Board of Trustees, 
joined the original panel in order to answer 
questions that may have fallen into their 
range of knowledge and specialty.
Questions ranged from curiosity sur­
rounding the recently false report of rape 
on Carlisle Road to the accuracy of the new 
bus schedules, a question to which there is, 
as yet, no satisfactory answer.
Many students seemed concerned with 
the lighting, or lack thereof, around the 
darker areas of campus, especially by the 
Clove Road apartments. Students were as­
sured that new lighting systems have been, 
and will continue to be, added to the secu­
rity measures here on campus.
This opening to a whole series of open 
forums went well, despite some problems 
in the beginning. The students that stayed 
to listen, were receptive to the words of the 
speakers, and expressed an interest in un­
derstanding how the community around 
them will be made safer for the future.
A ff& A Series on African-American Hist&ry 
Pres^rttfd lM the Red Hawk Chapter o f Groove Pht 'Oro&e
This Week's Question:
What contributions to todays society were made by Rufus 
Strokes and Lewis H  Latimer?
R ufus Stokes was bom in Alabama in 1924. He later moved to Illi nois where he worked as a ma­
chinist for an incinerator company. In 
1968 he was granted a patent on an air- 
purification device that reduced the gas 
and ash emissions of furnace and power 
plant smokestack emissions.
The filtered output from the stacks be­
came almost transparent. Stokes tested 
and demonstrated several models of stack 
filters, termed the “clean air machine,” in 
Chicago and elsewhere to show its versa­
tility.
The system benefited the respiratory 
health of people, and eased the health risks 
to plants and animals. The reduced indus­
trial stack emissions also improved the ap­
pearance and durability of buildings, cars, 
and objects exposed to outdoor pollution 
for lengthy periods.
Lewis Howard Latimer was born in 
Chelsea, Mass, on Sept. 4, 1848. He 
learned mechanical drawing in the patent 
attorney office of Crosby and Gould, Bos­
ton, Mass. There, he invented a toilet sys­
tem for railroad cars in 1873, referred to 
as a water closet for railroad cars.
He also invented an electric lamp with 
an inexpensive carbon filament and a 
threaded wooden socket for light bulbs. He 
supervised the installation of carbon fila­
ment electric lighting in New York City, 
Philadelphia, Montreal, and London. He 
was also responsible for preparing the me­
chanical drawings for Alexander Graham 
Bell’s patent application for his telephone 
design.
Latimer had the distinction of being the 
only African American member of the 
Edison Pioneers, which was Thomas 
Edison’s engineering division of the Edison 
Company.
He joined the Edison Electric Light 
Company in 1884 and conducted research 
on electrical lighting.
In 1890 he published Incandescent 
Electric Lighting, a technical engineering 
book which became a guide for lighting 
engineers. For years he served as an ex­
pert witness in the court battles over Tho­
mas Edison’s patents and at the time of 
Latimer’s death in 1928, the Edison Pio­
neers attributed his “important inventions” 
to a “keen perception of the potential of 
the electric light and kindred industries.”
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The Cube Asks Questions and Gives No Answers
COURTESY OF CANADIAN FILM CENTRE
Anderson (played by Julian Richings) and others attempt to escape the Cube. Who will 
make it out alive?
By Andrew Ruiz_________________________
R emember the R u b i k ’ s Cube? That 
annoying little plastic 
puzzle of sliding 
boxes that you just 
couldn’t put down? 
Imagine a Rubik’s Cube over a mile in size. 
Imagine being trapped inside of it.
That’s the premise of Cube, a 1997 film 
created by Canadian director Vincenzo 
Natali. Basically a minimalist action movie. 
Cube focuses on the story of five complete 
strangers who wake up inside a monstrous 
prison, with no idea where they are or how 
they got there. Consisting of. hundreds of 
interlocking rooms, differing only in color, 
the Cube seems to be infinite. Their envi­
ronment turns out to be even more sinister 
then first appearances, as a razorwire trap 
claims the first of their small band. They 
soon learn how to detect the traps, and be­
gin to decipher the mysterious identification 
numbers in each doorway.
Cube is basically an action movie. No 
more, no less. It builds suspense and ad­
equately answers any remaining plot ques­
tions, but it’s not a complete thought.
The acting is not going to win any 
awards, but it’s more then adequate to move 
this surprisingly intriguing film. The most 
praise has to go to the set designer. The 
entire movie occurs within the same physi­
cal room, and colorled lights give the illu­
sion of movement within the cube. The
claustrophobia really comes out on screen, 
and as the film progresses, the viewer be­
gins to feel the walls coming in on him.
The plot line holds water, as much as a 
sci-fi jaunt like this can. Leaven, Holloway, 
Worth, and Rennes wander their way 
through the cube, attempting to find an exit, 
or at least an answer, before they are over­
whelmed by thirst. Each seems to have some 
special ability that will help lead to freedom. 
Leaven’s mathematical prowess, Holloway 
is a doctor, Worth is a natural leader, and 
Rennes, well, his talent takes quite a while 
to appear.
These characters are two dimensional, 
and they should be, for there is no higher 
motive to this film. Worth, played by David 
Hewlett, really motivates the plot, not 
through any wonderful portrayal, but 
through fairly creative writing, for an action 
movie. Leaven, portrayed by Nicole de 
Boer, quickly becomes annoyingly cute and 
naive. Holloway and Rennes are minimal 
characters, and their portrayals (Nicky 
Guadagni and Wayne Robson, respectfully) 
fit this bill perfectly.
The film itself, however, even burdened 
by these actors, is incredible to watch. The 
action moves along at a wonderful pace. At 
no point does the film drag, as it is impos­
sible to know when that next trap will spring, 
and what it might be. Each trap is creative, 
and just minimal enough to be frightening. 
The plot twists just like the cube itself, and 
the surprises it throws at the view are just 
enough to maintain interest.
The film is definitely worth renting. It’s 
a fun little run through a vivid nightmare.
No.burden of meaning or message allows the 
filmmaker to follow a dreamlike pathway. 
The tunnel-like connection tubes, the eerie 
lights, the cold metal grate-like walls, and the 
endless pitfall of traps, all add to this premise. 
The viewer may not really care about the char­
acters, but morbid curiosity must be satisfied. 
Who will die next, and how? Why are these 
people in the cube? Why does the cube exist 
at all? Most importantly, is there a way out?
The film doesn’t answer all of these ques­
tions; it’s left to the viewer to decide. The 
film is delightful as an action flick, far better
then any new Steven Segal or Jean Claude 
Van Damn rendition. The strange combi­
nation of claustrophobia, fear, sci-fi, and 
action works so well together that it can 
really make a rainy Sunday afternoon bear­
able. The film is worth a peek, and is avail­
able to rent on VHS, and was released on 
DVD back in January.
So, get a copy, turn down the lights, 
and fall into the Cube. If you let yourself 
go you may just get trapped yourself. Re­
member that it’s not just a movie, it’s a 
visual prison.
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Theater in the Rough; N ot Raw
By Christine Cheplic
Staff Writer
One of the greatest opportunities that MSU has to offer those interested in the performing arts is Theatre in 
the Raw. For those who are unfamiliar with 
it, Theatre in the Raw is defined by the de­
partment of Theatre and Dance as “a series 
of student generated ‘works in progress’” 
which “provides students an opportunity to 
demonstrate skills learned in the classroom 
or to explore new concepts and ideas.”
On Friday, Oct. 1, the latest installment 
of the program was performed in the studio 
theatre.
The first piece. Painful Sport, was a pre­
sentation of short scenes from a variety of 
plays and musicals.
The performance was the vision of 
Philippe Levesque, who directed and acted 
in the show. Overall, Painful Sport is a per­
fect example of the expressiveness that this 
theatre series gives students the opportunity 
to do. Levesque had the chance to flex his 
theatrical muscles and present a project he 
personally crafted. At the same time. The­
ater in the Raw created an opportunity for 
students of the theater department to earn 
valuable experience and provide a delight­
ful show for theater-goers.
Painful Sport had a rocky start with its 
first scene being the weakest. A 
Shakespearean love story, it began the 
show’s relationship theme. However, lines 
were lost due to lack of both articulation 
and projection. The show’s foundation was 
not very strong either, but it grew much 
stronger as the show progressed. The focus 
of the story was on diverse relationships. 
The overlying theme of the show was a bit 
unclear and could have been interpreted in 
a variety of ways. Levesque’s personal in­
tent was lost somewhere in the uneven tran­
sitions from one scene to the next, but the 
general project was nothing short of fantas­
tic.
This “work in progress” was clearly pol­
ished. The acting from the ensemble cast 
was superb. Winning performances were 
given by Chris Wood, Chris Cason and 
Larry Phillips. Yet, most of the perfor­
mances were fine examples of the true tal­
ent that lies within the department.
The show ended in a musical finale 
which splendidly brought the characters 
from the different scenes together. The song 
was anchored by Katie Christiansen who 
was a pure gem in the production.
The performance was tied together very 
well by having all the characters join to­
gether in the final number. Levesque’s 
structure of the show should be strongly ap­
plauded. He is an excellent director who
knows how to utilize his actors and space 
in order to presente an enjoyable show.
The time and effort dedicated to Pain­
fu l Sport was blatantly obvious. It is a 
shame that the people who worked so hard 
on the project were only able to display their 
efforts in one performance. Perhaps the the­
ater department and those involved could 
be persuaded to allow another performance 
of the show.
Just Try Talking to an Artist was the
second piece presented. The short play, 
written by Vanessa Benfatto, was performed 
as a staged reading. It is great that a 
student’s work is given the opportunity to 
be conceived and presented. However, af­
ter viewing the performance, one is left to 
wonder if that opportunity should be given 
so easily.
Benfatto’s script was just a mass of con­
fusion. Coherence was nonexistent. 
Themes were presented then discarded with 
absolutely no transitions.
The two main ideas, sex and acting, 
were hardly developed and had little to do 
with each other. One liners were inconsis­
tently used in a vain attempt at inserting 
humor. Profanity was abundantly spewed 
with little purpose and was as forced as the 
little direction that was executed. The dia­
logue was completely unbelievable - no one 
speaks in a series of one-line insults or a 
montage of colorful four-letter words. The 
actors stumbled through their lines as if it 
was the first time they read the script.
When the show ended, viewers were left 
to wonder exactly what it was that the show 
was about. The point seemed nonexistent.
However, there were some things about 
the show that could be appreciated.
First, David Preston who portrays Rob- 
ert/Charlie is a talented actor. Despite the 
little he was given to work with, he tried 
his hardest and gave the best performance 
he could: He is a good actor who hopefully 
is given an opportunity to explore his talent 
and range in his next project.
Also, Benfatto’s vision, though not well 
executed, can be appreciated. She is a 
young writer who can learn from her mis­
takes.
Benfatto is not the only'one who can 
learn from this experience. The theater de­
partment should acquire some new knowl­
edge as well. What is the process for a 
project to become a part of this theater se­
ries? How are the shows selected? Is there 
any faculty guidance in the production of 
these performances? And if so, why did the 
theater department allow and promote such 
bad theater?
One can argue that Benfatto’s script was 
experimental or that it was even pushing for 
Absurdism. The harsh truth is that the show 
was a failure in any sense.
GALLERY 3 V,
w l
WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
See what Walt Swales, sculptor, and Sara Mahler, art education major, 
are talking about at Gallery 3  V, s latest display.
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» . __«  W  w V H I A  c iGIRLS:
FREE
ADMISSION WEDNESDAYS
50* DRAFTS 
*2“  SOI
*2°° Absolut 
Mandarin
THURSDAY, OCT. 7 |11 PM START
Beatdown 
Child • Dead Left
FRIDAY, OCT. 8 11 PM START
Skels • Darby Jones
THURSDAY, OCT. 21 11 PM START
Dira • Brady Kynin 
Banana Fish Zero
FRIDAY, OCT. 28 11 PM START
Bristles • Echo 3
THURSDAY, NOV. 4 11 PM START
Puggle • Slipkid
• E v e r y  W e d n e s d a y  •
Girls: Free Admission
50 cent Drafts, $200 Sol, $2°° Absolut Mandarin 
SUPERSONIC SOUND! SUBTERRANEAN GROOVES!
* E v e r y  T h u r s d a y  •
LIVE SHOWS!
&  s2 00 Im p o rt P in ts
• F r i d a y s  & S a t u r d a y s  •
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix
OPEN W E D N E S D A Y  - SA T U R D A Y  TI LL 3 AM
r y .  ' -V  ■ ;> ;*  h. ,  - - -  ! .
irections from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go 
ght off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first 
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.
3 7 3  BROADWAY PASSAI C PARK,  NJ 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7
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Ricky M artin: Musical Genius or Just Another Pretty Face?
Ricky M artin is living proof that looks definitely are everything.
By Anna Lawrence
Assistant Arts Editor
Good looks will only get you so far. Good connections will get you fur­ther. It’s not what you know, it’s 
who you know. With minimal amounts of 
talent and effort, you can hit it big and take 
the world by storm. If you’re someone like 
Ricky Martin.
Martin is like a glorified sound system. 
A pretty microphone with powerful speak­
ers. He’s nice to look at and nice to listen 
to, but he doesn’t much really alter, edit, 
change or have any major input on the mu­
sic he sings.
He got into Menudo because he looked 
good, acted well, and had a nice singing 
voice. He had no creative input on the songs 
he sang. He just did what he was told. At 
his next job, all he had to do was look good 
and say his lines right on the day time soap. 
General Hospital. Yes, that takes talent, but 
once again, all he was doing was following 
someone else’s direction. He did the same 
in his next gig, this time in the famous 
Broadway show, “Les Miserables.”
As many theater majors know, local au­
ditions, for high school and college, are 
tough. Broadway auditions are ten times 
tougher. So, by now one must recognize. 
Martin as a talented performer, even though 
critics and theatre patrons agree he was hor­
rible on stage. And at this point, his cre­
ative input was still zero. Finally, Martin 
struck out on his own into the world of mu­
sic. On his own, but with his own personal 
army of musically talented people backing 
him.
Many people who own the CD might 
want to take out the booklet and see who 
should really take the credit for this chart
topping album. Martin says that these 
people are “all part of my music.” Correc­
tion: They essentially are the music.
Two people who should take the most 
credit are Desmond Child and Robi Rosa. 
On their own, they wrote three of Ricky’s 
songs, including the first big hit from the 
CD, “Livin’ La Vida Loca.” Child did most 
of the producing on the album, while Rosa 
can be heard in various songs on backup 
vocals or guitar.
For the people who are sitting there 
scratching their heads wondering, “Where 
have I heard the name Desmond Child be­
fore?” here’s where. Desmond Child was 
the major writing influence behind such hits 
as “Dude Looks Like a Lady”, and “Angel” 
for Aerosmith, “Bad Medicine” and “This 
Ain’t A Love Song” for Bon Jovi and “Poi­
son” and “House of Fire” for Alice Cooper, 
as well as many other rock hits. This kind 
of puts a whole new spin on Martin’s sound 
now, doesn’t it?
Martin also thanks George Noriega, 
Randal Barlow, Eric Bazilian, Rob Hyman, 
KC Porter and Jon Secada, who wrote what­
ever songs Child and Rosa didn’t. Martin 
fails to mention, however, L.G. Escalar and 
D. Warren Escalar lent their talents to “The 
Cup of Life,” and the Spanish versions of 
“Livin’ La Vida Loca” and “She’s All I Ever 
Had.” (Apparantly, Martin doesn’t even 
know enough Spanish to help with that.) 
Warren is the sole creditor to two songs from 
the album, “You Stay With Me” and “I 
Count the Minutes.”
Someone else Martin fails to mention in 
his acknowledgements is a group of people 
vital to the record. The musicians. Imag­
ine “Livin La Vida Loca” or “The Cup of 
Life” without percussion. Imagine “She’s 
All I Ever Had” without the orchestra, or 
“Spanish Eyes” without the string section.
You can ’t. Each 
section is vital to 
each song, not to 
mention each group 
is made up of any­
where from 10-30 
people. Without the 
instruments to give 
the songs their true,
Latin sound, the 
music is nothing.
An extremely 
special thanks goes 
out to probably the 
biggest and most 
well known name 
to appear on the al­
bum, Madonna.
“You rock BIG 
B U T T E R F L Y ,” 
writesMartin. The 
song that the thank 
you is for is “Be 
Careful (Cuidado 
Con Mi Corazon),” 
which she co-wrote 
and co-produced 
with William Orbit.
“Be Careful” shines 
and shimmers so 
much like her other 
songs, “Bedtime 
Story” , “Frozen” 
and “The Power of 
Goodbye”, that it sounds like it would be­
long on one of Madonna’s CDs rather than 
on Martin’s.
Without a lot of people, from Child, 
Madonna, and the many songwriters to the 
musicians, the publicists, and the photogra­
phers, Martin is nothing more-than a glori­
fied microphone and speakers. So when this 
writer says that she loves the Ricky Martin
CD, she is not referring to the person Ricky 
Martin, but rather to the family that worked 
so hard on the Ricky Martin CD and de­
serves all the credit that just one man is tak­
ing, a group of people you can refer to as 
the “Ricky Martin Collective,” the people 
they talk about when they say “It’s not what 
you know, it’s who you know.” And Ricky 
Martin seems to know them all.
ROCKLAND
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Studio Theatre
Box Office: 973.655.5112
Did you ever want to
BE A  M O D EL?
Give it a try!
We can help you get started, 
with portfolios as low as $50.
Call Studio 95 at 973-942-5910 or send email to 
Jeannie02@studio95.com
Opinio n
The Voice of_____
Montclair “State
What do you think that the recent false 
reports of sexual assault say about 
students on-campus safety concerns?
“It’s absolutely absurd. How can we expect feel­
ings of safety to permeate campus with incidents oc­
curring like this? I just hope that we all learn from 
this. Mama told us not to tell lies.”
Ryan Sm ith, Freshm an, English
“Sexual assault is a serious issue, and is not some­
thing to be joked about.”
Sarah Lynch, Psychology
“Basically, I think it was an awakening for the ad­
ministration because of what could have happened 
because of the parking situation. But I think it was 
wrong of that girl because being raped isn’t something 
to joke about. The administration needed a kick in the 
pants but that was the wrong way to go about it.” 
Rebecca Ridgeway, English Education
“I think she should be expelled from school. Also, 
I think it was wrong because they could have arrested 
two innocent people because of the report.”
Kristie Brodie, Finance
Question of the Week:
What would you do if you 
caught someone pulling a fire 
alarm in your dorm?
I  Let your voice be heard!
Call 655-7616 or e-mail 
M 8 U o p l n l o n s Q h o t m a l l . c o m
to respond.
Th&Montclarion
Montclair State University 
113 Student Center Annex 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043 
E-mail: montclarion@saturn.montclair.edu 
Phone. (973) 655-5169 Faxs (973) 655-7804
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M A I N  E D I T O R I A L
New Solutions Needed to Solve 
Old Problem of False Fire Alarms
Picture this: You are a resident student living in one of M SU’s dorms. It is 2 a.m. and you’ve 
been up for hours at your desk studying for a critical mid-term exam you have in your 8 a.m. class 
the next morning. Fighting to stay awake, you decide to call it a night and try to salvage whatever 
sleep you can before your exam. Crawling into bed, you lay down and after some tossing and 
turning you finally manage to drift off to sleep after a long day. Suddenly, a piercing siren shatters 
your sleep, and as you jump out of bed and read your clock, which now says 3:15 a.m., you realize 
that yet again, you have become a victim of a pulled fire alarm. You can now kiss any rest you had 
hoped to get before your exam good-bye, as yoii spend the next two hours outside in the freezing 
cold waiting for local fire authorities to come and shut the alarm off.
Does this situation sound familiar to you? For most of our campus residents, it is a common 
experience. This year, it is the residents o f Blanton Hall who have been victimized the most, with 
a ridiculous total of five false fire alarms in just over a month.
This is not a new problem, and what is also not new is Residence Life’s inability to find a 
solution for it. This is not to say that they have not tried. Residence Life is currently offering a 
$250 award for any information leading to the arrest of someone who pulled an alarm. In addi­
tion, Residence Life is looking into installing more plastic alarm covers in Blanton Hall, which 
seem to have had some success in Bohn Hall.
Why wasn’t this thought of sooner? This is a problem that has plagued the dorms of MSU for 
years. Obviously, the same old rewards and other measures aren’t working. What we need is new 
solutions that will prevent these alarms from being pulled in the first place. Preventative mea­
sures are the only ones that will solve this problem. A reward may catch one person who pulled an 
alarm, but it won’t catch everyone. There will always be another copy-cat out there pulling the 
next alarm. Even if a reward helps to catch one of the culprits, it will never make up for the sleep 
that was lost by Blanton residents on that night, or the chance to take that exam they had the next 
morning again - this time on a full night’s sleep.
These residents live here and pay a lot to do so. More priority has to be put on solving their 
problems. Residence Life - if the needs of our residents isn’t enough motivation for you to find a 
solution to this problem, at least do it to for the Township of Little Falls. According to the chief of 
the Little Falls Fire Department, three fire engines are sent to campus every time a false alarm is 
pulled in a dorm, hindering the department’s ability to respond to real emergencies within Little 
Falls Township. Little Falls Fire Department’s ability to properly protect its citizens should not be 
jeopardized because of Residence Life’s inability to stop its own pranksters.
To Residence Life’s credit, the final blame for this problem does lie with the offenders who pull 
the alarms. These people need to grow up and see the danger that they put others in when they pull 
alarms, and also the consequences that it has for their fellow residents. Realistically however, this 
is never going to happen. More needs to be done to prevent it from happening, and that is where 
Residence Life and the university have miserably failed. Perhaps the Little Falls Fire Department 
would be willing to work with the university to find solutions that will work, keeping the citizens 
of Little Falls out of danger, and allowing our residents to sleep in their homes, uninterrupted, 
something which they do have a right to.
The M ontclarion  M ailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will 
not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property o f  The Montclarion and may be edited for 
length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security 
num ber and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each m onth. • 
Submission deadline: Monday. 1 0 : 0 0  p.m. • Letters may be subm itted through e-mail to 
MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State 
University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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An Open Letter to Montclair State University
The Montclarions Role on MSU s Delegation to China
Justin
VELLUCCI
l.ililin -ln-( lin I
“I am anxious to 
be offered the 
opportunity to 
travel abroad, to 
cover such an 
event first-hand 
and share my 
experiences with 
the readers of the 
student 
newspaper.
To the readers of The Montclarion,
N ext week, a group of administrators, fac ulty, staff, and students from MSU will be travelling to China. In the two weeks 
following, they will sign linkage agreements with 
two Chinese universities and work toward con­
tracts with several others, strengthening Global 
Education programming and curricula at MSU 
and beyond. They will tour several public insti­
tutions and open MSU faculty and student art 
exhibits in Shanghai. A total of 16 people will 
be on the delegation. I will be representing The 
Montclarion, acting as the eyes and ears of the 
13,000 students who will not be able to attend 
the delegation. Before the delegation begins, I 
feel it necessary to write this open letter explain­
ing the purpose and funding of the delegation, as 
well as my role on it.
I received a phone call from Dr. Marina 
Cunningham, the Director of Global Education, 
regarding the trip during the first week of classes 
this semester. I was given a tentative outline of 
the delegation and was told that President Cole 
had extended an invitation to The Montclarion 
to go on the trip as student journalists and repre­
sentatives from the university. I told Dr. 
Cunningham that The Montclarion could not ac­
cept the invitation until we checked with the As­
sociated College Press (ACP) Code of Ethics for 
College Journalists, consulted our adviser, a 
member of College Media Advisers, and made
an informal decision as a group to attend. I also 
stated that The Montclarion would not attend the 
delegation if any funding was to be taken from 
student fees.
In the weeks that followed, the facts of the 
delegation became more clear, as did The 
Montclarion's role in it. I would be the one rep­
resenting the newspaper on the trip. Funding 
would be taken from both the MSU Foundation, 
the private fund-raising arm of the university, and 
President Cole’s travel expense fund, money 
given to her on a yearly basis in addition to her 
base salary. Funding for the two Fine Arts stu­
dents attending the delegation, Casey Flindt and 
April Hill, came in part from MSU Foundation 
money as well as from an appropriation of $3,500 
from the SGA. The money to send SGA Presi­
dent John Griffin on the trip, coming to a total of 
$5,000, came entirely from an appropriation of 
the SGA, voted on at their Sept. 8 meeting.
Since The Montclarion did not provide regu­
lar coverage of Chinese universities to its read­
ership, the ACP verdict seemed to be that a jour­
nalist could accept funding and attend the del­
egation. At an Editorial Board meeting of The 
Montclarion, by an informal vote, it was decided 
that I should attend the delegation.
On Sept. 20 ,1 wrote a brief letter to President 
Cole:
“I wanted to thank you for inviting The Mont- 
clarion on your upcoming delegation to China 
from October 11 through 24, 1999. I have spo­
ken with Dr. Marina Cunningham about the link­
age agreements with universities in Beijing, 
Shanghai, Wuxi, and Hong Kong and know that 
the chance to cover this delegation first-hand is a 
unique and beneficial opportunity for the student 
newspaper.
“Please know that The Montclarion will ac­
cept this invitation under the guidelines set forth 
by the Associated College Press and, as such, we 
will need to be able to cover all aspects of the 
delegation. The Montclarions function on this 
delegation is that of a journalist’s and the admin­
istration does not hold the right to preview any 
article copy prior to publication.
“I, myself, will be representing The Mont­
clarion on this delegation and will also be in 
charge of all copy during and after the trip.
“If these guidelines are acceptable, I grate­
fully accept the invitation.”
I received President Cole’s response on Sept.
22:
“Thank you for your letter of Sept. 20, 1999. 
I am a great advocate for a free press as one of 
the cornerstones of a free and democratic soci­
ety. I would not dream of interfering in any way 
with the material you will prepare for publica­
tion in The Montclarion. If I did not have the 
full confidence in your capacity to act responsi­
bly as a student journalist and to exercise the good 
judgement and political sensitivity attendant on 
being the guests of a country very different from
SEE C H IN A  O N  P. 18
T he W eek In  P o litic s
A  Student's Message to Pennington: 
Buses Are Key to Lot 28 Plans Success
To Dr. Karen Pennington,
My name is Steven Jamison, and I am a 
campus resident here at Montclair State 
University. I have been very satisfied with 
the resident life staff in their efforts to make 
MSU the most accessible, comfortable, safe 
and enjoyable campus for its residents. But, 
the recent decision to designate the resident 
students (with the exception of Clove Road) 
to park their cars in Lot 28 has brought about 
a feeling that campus life is headed in the 
wrong direction, and this should not be so.
It is appreciated that security guards, 
campus police, and emergency phones have 
been implemented in Lot 28. These ele­
ments have without a doubt made the park­
ing situation much safer. But, a problem 
still remains in the Lot 28 parking scheme: 
the campus shuttle buses.
A problem that has constantly been aris­
ing with the shuttle buses has been the 
amount of time that it takes for the buses to
arrive at Lot 28. There have been many 
times that I have stood outside at the bus 
stop for as long as 45 minutes for a bus. 
When the bus finally arrives, it is followed 
by another bus, going to the exact same 
places. As a result of this situation, the sec­
ond bus serves no purpose, because all of 
the passengers go on the first bus.
The solution to the problem is very 
simple: change the campus shuttle bus 
schedule. Instead of having two buses pass 
by Lot 28 after 20 minutes, have one bus 
come every 10 minutes, thus increasing the 
efficiency of the bus system.
I applaud the efforts made by MSU this 
past month to make the parking transition a 
smooth one. With the correction of the bus 
schedule, the change of the resident park­
ing to Lot 28 will seem almost non-existent 
by the end of the semester.
Steven Jam ison
Broadcasting
I  M O N T C L A R IO N M A lL B A G j^^
Suggestions fo r  M aking  the L o t 2 8  
Parking Situation M ore Russ and  
Freeman H all Friendly
Dear Editor,
I am writing on behalf of my fellow stu­
dents at Freeman Hall and Russ Hall. I am 
relaying concerns that many of us, includ­
ing myself, share about our parking situa­
tion. We offer a few minor suggestions, not 
ranting, raving or whining.
Our first issue concerns overnight park­
ing on weekends. We believe that Freeman 
and Russ Hall students should be allowed 
to park in the Freeman Hall parking lot be­
tween Friday night and late Saturday night. 
While the opening of lot 19 benefits students 
at Blanton and Bohn Halls, it is of no ben­
efit to us. For example, I arrived at 
Montclair on Saturday night. While I was 
staring at an empty Freeman parking lot, I 
was being informed that lots 28 and 19 were 
open, but not this one. Once I arrived at 
Clove Road, I was forced to wait 15 min­
utes (double the time that we were prom­
ised) until a bus arrived. Many of my Free­
man and Russ companions have related 
similar stories.
Our basic argument for this change is 
safety. There is a guard at the entrance to 
the university that polices the traffic going 
into Freeman and Russ. He also has a good 
view of the majority of the parking lot. Giv­
ing out weekend passes to us would aid the 
guard in allowing us to park there. We doubt 
that there would be as high a risk for crime 
in a small, contained and consistently ob­
served area as there is by Clove Road. Those 
who are not moved by the designated time 
(11 p.m. Sunday night is a possibility) would 
be towed. We deem this to be far safer than 
the current weekend system. Also, this 
seems fair to some that feel slighted by the
“Contrary to 
popular belief, we 
do consider this 
home, and all we 
ask are a few minor 
adjustments that 
would make our 
home safer.
--------H
permission of Blanton and Bohn students 
to park near their halls and preventing us 
from doing the same.
As I have previously noted, the purpose 
of this letter is not to slam the current sys­
tem and call for immediate radical change. 
Nor are we attacking the integrity of those 
who have made the current policies, unlike 
many hotheaded and disrespectful students. 
Rather, we offer solutions based on obser­
vations we can make every day as residents. 
Contrary to popular belief, we do consider 
this home, and all we ask are a few minor 
adjustments that would make our home 
safer. Thank you for your time.
Andy Bott
History
Honors Program
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The Montclarion’s 
Role on MSU’s 
Upcoming
Delegation to China
China
C O N T IN U E D  FROM P. 17
our own, I would not have invited you. But I do 
have that confidence in you, and I am delighted 
that you will be joining the university’s delega­
tion to China.”
All of this ink dedicated to the delegation is 
useless, though, if I never really speak about what 
the delegation entails.
The group going to China consists of 16 
people and,we will be travelling to Shanghai, 
Nanjing, Wuxi, Beijing, and Hong Kong. In these 
cities, we will meet with delegates from Shang­
hai Teachers University, East China Normal Uni­
versity, Nanjing University, Wuxi University of 
Light Industry, University of International Busi­
ness and Economics, and the Chinese University 
of Hong Kong. Linkage agreements are to be 
signed with Shanghai Teachers University and 
Nanjing University.
In Shanghai, an art exhibit of works by MSU 
faculty will be opened at Mi Qiu Modern Art 
Workshop at Shanghai University. Professor 
Catherine Bebout and others will have works dis­
played in the exhibit. Two aforementioned Fine 
Arts students, Casey Flindt and April Hill, will 
assist in the construction and opening of the ex­
hibit.
Throughout the trip, a crew from New Jersey 
Network (NJN) will be filming the delegation for 
a tentative documentary. The crew consists of a 
reporter and one cameraman.
The Global Education Center has provided 
me with a digital camera and regular access to a 
laptop computer, with which I plan to send back 
articles and photographs while still in China. 
While the idea of stories appearing in The Mont- 
clarion with the headlines containing “Newswire 
Shanghai” seems foreign (pun intended), I hope 
that it offers readers of the newspaper an imme­
diate idea of the purpose and depth of the del­
egation.
Though the possibilities for the trip are end­
less in terms of what it offers both students from 
MSU and Chinese universities seeking to study 
abroad, I am setting foot onto the plane with a 
certain degree of journalistic wariness and cau­
tion. On a personal and professional level, I am 
anxious to be offered the opportunity to travel 
abroad, to cover such an event first-hand and 
share my experiences with the readers of the stu­
dent newspaper. My leaving the country, how­
ever, has no direct effect on my objectivity and I 
will still report on the delegation to my fullest 
abilities.
I will continue asking questions that I feel 
need to be asked in order to present readers, of 
The Montclarion with an accurate representation 
of what the delegation accomplished or didn’t 
accomplish, what it means and what we may just 
want it to mean.
When asked at a recent orientation to state 
my purpose on the delegation to Cen Jianjun, the 
Educational Consul of the Peoples’ Republic of 
China, I said that I would be going in place of 
the 13,000 students of Montclair State Univer­
sity. In their absence overseas, I would, as I stated 
earlier, be the eyes and the ears of those that could 
not attend.
I have promised to objectively report on all 
aspects of the upcoming delegation to China and 
I would hope that the readership of The Mont­
clarion asks for and expects no less.
Thank you.
As Always,
Justin Vellucci,
Editor-In-Chief o f  The Montclarion
False Reports Strike Unnecessary Fear 
Through Campus Community
( 'nlmnnist
Jim
DAVISON
“The fact that 
false reports were 
filed at all shows 
a deep level of 
self-centeredness 
on the part of 
those who lied...
------- H
T he American Medical Association (AM A) states that more than 700,000 women an nually are raped or sexually assaulted in 
some way. In the past two weeks, there have been 
two reports given to MSU Campus Police of 
sexual assaults that had allegedly occurred on 
campus. One was given by a female resident of 
Bohn Hall who reported that she had been as­
saulted by a male in her room.
The other was reported by a former student, 
who stated that she had been abducted while 
walking on campus, taken to a park in Cedar 
Grove, sexually assaulted, and then left there. 
Both of these reports were investigated by the 
police, and found to be lies.
A person can only guess at the reasoning be­
hind the decision made by these two people to 
fabricate police reports. We know from the po­
lice that the woman claiming to have been kid­
napped did so for “personal reasons,” and that 
the Bohn Hall resident’s reasons had something 
to do with a past occurrence in her hometown. 
Neither of these brief explanations begins to tell 
the story of why a person would, for any reason, 
choose to lie about something so serious, violent 
and offensive as a sexual assault.
Lives are ruined over real incidents of this 
sort. Victims are often never able to rebuild their 
lives afterwards. The AMA gives a long list of 
possible effects these crimes may have on a vic­
tim. Just a few of the possible effects are fear, 
humiliation, embarrassment, flashbacks of the 
incident, avoidance of previously pleasurable 
activities, and depression.
Oh, and I forgot to mention excruciating pain, 
pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, and in 
many cases, murder along with the assault. This 
is in no way something to joke around with and 
lie about, for any reason.
It is relieving to find out that these things did 
not actually happen on our campus as they were 
reported to have. Despite the fact that they did 
not, for a short period of time the effects of the 
report were the same as they would have been 
otherwise. This is the worst effect of these falsely 
reported incidents - the fear.
From the moment the crime report concern­
ing the kidnapping/assault was issued until it was 
found to be false, the population of MSU stu­
dents, administrators, and faculty alike, were in 
fear that either themselves or someone they loved 
could be the next victim of a crime. The fear is 
still there. Many people still express heightened 
concerns about security and becoming the vic­
tim of a crime here. The idea has been planted in 
their heads. A simple “I’m sorry I lied, it was a 
personal thing,” is hardly going to remove that 
idea, that fear, once it has found a resting place 
inside of a person. The fact that false reports were 
filed at all shows a deep level of self-centeredness 
on the part of those who lied and disregarded the 
effects their lies would have on the people who 
live in the society around them.
Jim Davison is a Sophomore, English and Phi­
losophy major, and is in his second year as a 
featured editorial columnist fo r  The 
M ontclarion.
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Jack Daniels Episode Two: 
A  Time To Get Up and  Be a 
H elpful H and
By Vanessa Benfatto “Um...yeah?” m
The blue-eyed witch smiled slowly. 
Yeah, she wanted me. How could she not? 
My hair was sporting Vidal Sasoon spray. 
And I was wearing, “Cologne for real men,” 
by Calvin Klein. She would not resist. But 
then, I did not want her to. Size 36D, baby 
I’ll help you anywhere. In a car, in the dress­
ing room, on the counter...
Would you do it in a car?
Yes, I would do it in a car- 
I would do it in a jar- 
I would do it with a babe- 
I would do it with an ape- 
I am a sly devil, yes I am.
That doesn’t make complete sense, but 
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. 
Seuss for his clever wit.
“So you’ll tell me what color looks best?
I mean I chose out a few but I want a man’s 
advice.”
Yes!! She was a complete idiot! Yes, 
yes, and yesyesyesyes!
My chest puffed with pride, (I hesitate 
to say I resembled some sort of ostrich be­
cause I think I’ve exhausted my inner dia­
logue similes on mating in the wild.) Our 
mission: the dressing room. I just honestly 
prayed that nosy body co-worker of mine- 
one certain Mrs. Hanus Pickin-Flintch was 
far away. Let the game begin.
Open the gates, my fellow knights, be­
cause Jack’s ridin’ through!
Don7 make me run! I'm full of chocolate!
Mercy was she hot.
Like crickets chirp noises out of their 
butts or cause friction between their legs or 
something like that, I could feel myself 
chirpping to life. Whoah, down boy, I 
hollered inwardly.
Of course, being the wild Jack Daniels 
cowboy that I am, my body did not process 
what it was silently being urged to do. Ice­
bergs from Alaska couldn’t have stemmed 
the steam that was emanating from me. This 
inferno of ravaging lust assaulted me like a 
herd of elephants, leaving me stunned. The 
enchantress in front of me oozed sex appeal 
like a Mating Hippo. Would she, like a Pray­
ing Mantis in the wild, consume me after 
we mated?
“Excuse me, do you work here?” 
Again, came the siren’s query.
“Yeah I work here.”
Did she think the nametag was a hoax? 
Hopefully the girl wasn’t too bright.
“Oh. Are you familiar with negligee?” 
I nodded.
I had to admit I was com­
pletely baffled. Was she actu­
ally asking me if I knew what 
negligee was? Talk about brain 
fluff. I could show her a few 
porn magazines of mine. Or - 
and I had to grit my teeth in a 
sweat just then - was she ask­
ing me if I could help her 
choose out some? Oh ho hee 
hah!
“Could you help me with 
choosing some then?”
Yeehah!! Ride ‘em cow­
boy. Rollin’, rollin’ rollin’ 
whoah my a-
“Right this way.”
Down boy, down! Amaz­
ingly enough, I was breaking 
into a cold sweat! Not that I’d 
never seen a woman naked. I 
had seen my mom naked.
(Eeew! Just thinking about my 
parents makin’ it gives me 
nightmares. Shimee now, was 
I glad that my back wasn’t 
hairy.) I’d seen hundreds of other females 
naked, too. Me, a virgin? Not since third 
grade! Pssh. In high school I used to have 
a girlfriend every week. I was divin’ into 
different sheets like women dive into their 
pocket books for credit cards. I was the big 
man on campus, a real Casanova, if you will.
All right, so I hadn’t done it hundreds 
of times with hundreds of girls, only with 
my stinkin’ self. I’d had one girlfriend, but 
it didn’t turn out too well. She used to have 
me sit in her lap so she could braid my hair 
or spank me. Normally this wouldn’t be so 
bad....but some­
how, it disturbed 
me. I think it 
scarred me emo­
tionally. Espe­
cially since 
people would al­
ways say, “ I 
guess we all 
know who’s on 
top of things.” It 
wasn’t fair. I 
mean, I was a 
man who 
needed-
“Honey?”
I blinked.
To Be Continued...
E ditor’s note: This note actually has a two-fold 
purpose. First, I want to congratulate Vanessa 
on another good article - check the byline, this 
IS a  fem ale  writer! A nd  second, I'm  really 
happy that she chose not only to  write from  a 
male perspective, but that it was about lingerie. 
That m eant I could check out the Victorias’s 
Secret webpage and it was work. I wasn't some 
weirdo looking fo r  cheap thrills...this time.
The Dark Side o f the Menu
True Tales o f Waiters ’ Woe
By Seymour Buttz
As you probably guessed, not her real name.
The following tales are 100% true. No 
B.S. These are actual events as recounted 
by several waiters.
“We were busy one night in December 
as the Christmas season was approaching. 
I had a five table section and was very, very 
busy because as soon as one table got up, 
another table sat down.
“The hosts sat a table for four with one 
guy. He was a regular and he always tipped 
well, so I thought nothing of it. I took his 
order, which included a self-serve salad bar 
as an appetizer. I left to put in his order and 
he went up to serve himself.
“The busboy, rocket scientist number 
one, completely ignored the fact that he still 
had a full bottle of beer and his coat was 
draped over his chair. He cleared off the 
table and reset it, completely unaware that 
he had just cleaned it not five minutes ago.
“The host, rocket scientist number two, 
sat two people at the table. The same table 
she sat not five minutes ago. The man who 
went to get his salad had to walk past her in 
order to get his appetizer and she had no 
*&$#ing idea.
“So the first guy returns to the table with 
his plate of salad to find two people already 
sitting there. There was some confusion, but 
the other two sat with him and they started 
talking. For over an hour. The manager 
kept going to the table and apologizing and 
apologizing, but they were happy! Their 
combined total came to about 40 bucks. 
They each left me five! I have no idea how 
things worked out, but they did. It was very 
fortunate for the busboy and-the hosts be­
cause if it hadn’t, I would have had to 
strangle them.”
-C.V., New Jersey
“I had this uncontrollable little monster 
at my table this one time. He was about 
five or six and he just kept making a bigger 
and bigger mess. This kid was throwing 
sugar packets all over, spilling Cheerios 
everywhere and I think he knocked over his 
drink, too.
“Naturally, his parents were completely
ignoring him. Every time he threw some­
thing at them they would just say, ’No, 
no,no!’ It was driving me insane, but they 
just kept yapping away.
“Well, about halfway through dinner, I 
see them waving frantically and yelling, 
‘Quick, quick, bring some water!’ Without 
going over, I went to the service station and 
got a glass. Turns out that while the parents 
were ignoring the kid, he had opened up the 
pepper shaker and he ate almost half the 
damn bottle. I gave them their water, and as 
soons as I was sure they were okay, I went 
back into the kitchen. Once I got past the 
door, I started laughing my ass off.
“I mean, sure, I did kinda feel bad for 
the kid. Even though I thought about giv­
ing him a good smack, half of a pepper 
shaker must be agony. No, I was glad that 
this happened to the parents. Maybe the 
next time they go out to eat, they’ll pay the 
kid a little more attention.”
- V.T., Pennsylvania
“I had this one guy come into my sec­
tion once. He must have weighed like 300 
pounds or something, I mean he was 
*&$#ing big! He’s got on this red jumpsuit 
and he had a pompadour and these 
humongous sideburns. I was thinking, as I 
walked over ‘Elvis ain’t dead.’
“First of all, he had this southern drawl, 
and all he wanted was melted cheese. I tried 
to get him to explain what he wanted, but 
all he kept asking for was melted cheese 
about, ‘Can’t I just get a cup of it or some­
thing?’
“I gave up. I went to the computer and 
punched in a grilled cheese with no bread. 
I knew I was going to get it from the cooks 
and the kitchen manager. Sure enough, the 
second I walked through the door, the 
kitchen manager said, ‘Very funny. Now 
what do you want?’
“ I said, ‘That’s what he wants. All he 
wants is melted cheese.’
“’How the hell are we gonna make a 
damn grilled cheese with no bread?’ the 
manager yelled.
“In the end, we brought him like seven 
or eight slices of cheese on a fajita skillet. 
He said, “ Damn, that’s good eating!’ and 
dove right in.”
-T.F., New Jersey
Chartes AJ mon
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in 
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally.
Abraham
Ashamed
Bahamas
Chamber
Chamfer
Chamois
Champ
Graham
Hamlet
Hammer
Hammock
Hamper
Shame
Wham
Yokohama
Charmin Ultra: 
There’s a good reason 
why it s quilted
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Humour ™’s 
Website of the Month
www.airtoons.com
You know those asinine 
safety manuals where goofy, 
poorly-drawn people are 
prevented from sawing off 
their limbs by a big red 
circle with a line through it? 
And the rather ridiculous safety instructions under the 
seat o f an airplane? Well, Airtoons has done what we 
all thought about doing as soon as we laid eyes on 
them - mocked them without shame or mercy. While 
these manuals might be necessary so that some idiot 
doesn’t depressurize the cabin at 30,000 
feet, its nearly impossible to resist 
writing your own captions. Kudos to 
www.airtoons.com, our website o f the 
month. Bonus points have been 
awarded as it is available in Swedish.
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Confessions 
of a Night 
- Owl
By Chris Finegan________________________
Must...have...more...caffeine...
Maybe you know what I ’m talking 
about.
It’s 2:30 a.m., you have to be awake at 
some ungodly hour the next morning (say 
10 a.m. for those not in college), yet you’re 
wired beyond words. You’re surfing the net, 
chatting online, or watching an infomercial 
and thinking to yourself, “How have I lived 
this long without a Ginsu knife that cuts 
through industrial-grade steel AND fresh­
ens my breath at the same time? Where’s 
my credit card? I’ll take 10 of’em!”
Welcome to my world. For whatever 
reason, God instilled in me this drive to stay 
awake as long as I possibly can until I col­
lapse into a snoring, narcoleptic puddle. I 
am usually the last person to call it quits in 
my house, and it’s generally because I’m 
playing Goldeneye at 4a.m. I do other 
things, too. I read, I write columns, I do 
homework, and, occasionally, I talk to God. 
Yes, I do believe in God, if for no other rea­
son than I have met the girl of my dreams 
and I’m only 23 years old. We’re a perfect 
match because we both have what she calls
The author, unaware that it is past his 
betime, tries in vain to be a good editor.
“blonde moments.” You know how every 
once in a while, you just say or do some­
thing and you feel so dumb because if some­
one else did it, you’d smack them upside 
the head and yell, “Duh!” I’d say this hap­
pens six or seven times a day to both of us. 
Call it bonding if you will, but I call it 
“blonding.”
Plus, I get the feeling that God is often 
misunderstood. I know what that’s like. 
People are always blowing what I say out 
of context as well. No, I don’t think I’m 
God. But answer me this - if God is good, 
and good is the opposite of evil, is it evil to 
call the front desk at Kmart and have them 
page “Betty Humpter” over their public ad­
dress system? See, I tried that once without 
knowing if it was good or bad. Then, secu­
rity got all crazy and anal like, “Hey, you’re 
not supposed to do that” with me. I had to 
put the smack down.
Okay, I’m lying. I never called Kmart 
and had them page Ms. Humpter. Security 
never harrassed me - at Kmart. I’m not even 
sure what “the smack down” is. It sounds
like some kind of dance people are doing 
somewhere in the deep south these days. If 
this is the case, I salute them. It can’t be 
any more ridiculous than square dancing.
Even though I can’t see you reading this, 
I know that by now, you’ve got a puzzled 
look on your face. Well, let me make one 
thing completely clear: I have not lost my 
marbles. I never had any to begin with. Like 
I said, it’s late and I’m getting loopy. Time 
to continue writing. Besides, I might as well 
tell you right now that this column wasn’t 
even supposed to be about sleep depriva­
tion for fun and profit. But, I’m stuck in a 
box in the Student Center Annex and I’m 
doing this purely for my own amusement. I 
told you I never had any marbles in the first 
place.
Anyway, I started writing this brilliant 
work of art about how the university had 
adopted a new policy. I was going to reveal 
to the gullible people all over campus that, 
starting next week, all BOT meetings would 
be preceded by a human sacrifice. They 
would require students, of course, because 
as we all know, you couldn’t have a college 
without seven trillion vice presidents. But 
the story was just going nowhere. All I was 
getting out of it was a mental image of the 
BOT wearing funny outfits and covered in 
fluorescent markings, just chanting and 
dancing around like a Busta Rhymes out- 
take. Sorry, Busta. I love your videos, but 
I don’t think I’m alone when I ask, “What 
the hell is going on in them?”
Then I started thinking, “Man, I could 
really go for a Starbucks 1536-ounce mega­
cappuccino.” After reality set in and I real­
ized that this would cost me more per gal­
lon than gasoline, I tried to think of another 
witty story. I was going to write about the 
MSU genie, a genie who grants you three 
wishes but somehow gets everything back­
wards. 1 was going to wish for a puppy, but 
he would grant me a rabid grizzly bear who 
would chase me and end up mauling half of 
the campus in the process. Then, when I 
realized that that was the only gag I could 
come up with, I abandoned it and spared
you, the reader, the agony. You’re welcome.
Besides, I’ve noticed that the later I stay 
up, the stranger my ideas get. They’re not 
always funnier, but I don’t really get going 
until well past 3 a.m. Like now. It’s about 
twenty to four in the a.m, most of you are 
sleeping as I write this, but I’m going at it 
as hard and fast as a dog on a table leg. Wait, 
did I just write that? You see? This is what 
I’m talking about. No matter what my doc­
tor says, Starbucks closes way too early to 
cater to the people who really need them.
So I’m still here, and I ’m wondering 
how long it will be before the sun rises. 
Because no matter what I said earlier about 
hating to get up early, I still love to watch 
the sunrise. It’s probably because I don’t 
get the chance to do it very often. Most of 
the time I’m still trying to find my way out 
of the Water Temple in Zelda. As a phi­
losophy major, I know I’m supposed to be 
skeptical and question everything, but sun­
rises still inspire me and fill me with awe. 
And, besides, Plato’s dead. I don’t care what 
he thinks. Now, though, it’s time to stop 
writing my column. I’ve exhausted the good 
ideas. Now, it’s time to write some horo­
scopes. Hmm. What bizarre ailment does 
Cancer contract this week...
No, this is N O T  my brain.
QHH0&5 WHEELS’ H0RQ5C0©
? Vo
{(pock gotirself 
otiti It’s ititi!
1
Instructions:
1. Cut out Panhead’s Wheel O’ 
Horoscopes along the dotted lines.
2. Stick a tack or a pencil point in 
the center of the wheel.
3. Spin the wheel. Whatever grid 
number matches up with your sign 
will reveal your horoscope.
B D
Tty dnexpectcd (D o o ttl's  
vacatio n is  ju s t aro u n d  
the c o rn e r  w h e n  g o d  
c o n tra c t  m o n o .
I h c  s ta rs  s a g  that a  
s h o rt, p d d g g  F re n c h m a n  
W ill steal go U r w allet  
a n d  a tte m p t to  p a ss  
h im se lf o f f  a s  god.
'(o d  feel the need to  
exp re ss g o d rs e lf , and  
nddc interpretive dance  
is a n  acceptable 
o ptio n .
h od are tra p p e d  bg a 
b o r i n g  c o n v e r s a t io n .  
U n f o r t d n a t e ig  c h e w in g  
o ff  g o dr le g  like a  cogotc 
is  n o t  a Viable option.
M a k e  a  fas h io n  
s ta te m e n t bg  R a n k in g  
o u t g o d r  teeth.
T o d r  loVc life  h its a 
speed b d m p  w h en god  
V o m it o n  g o d r  
s ig n if k a o t  other
h od are creative an d  
intelligent. D d t  g o d  
arc d g lg  a s  sin. 
j i o r r g  n o b o d g 's  
perfect.
O k a g  the bet is sim ple. 
I f  g o d  ca n  SUrViVe f o r  1 
w e ek  o n  n o th in g  b d t  
( J e e z  W i z ,  w e 'll g jVc  
g o d 5 0 0  d o lla rs . If  
g o d ca n, g o d  deserve it.
.D o n 't  w o r r g  lo ts  o f  
people g et a lo n g  just 
fine W ith o nlg  one  ege.
'(o d r  m o o n  is  in  a 
f ra te m it g  house an d  
w a s  n o t so b e r enough  
to  tell m e  w h a t is in  
s to re  f o r  god.
A c t in g  like R a in  M a n  
ca n  scare a w a g  people 
g o d d o n ’t  w a n t  to  
ta lk  to .
[ lo b o d g  W a n ts  to  see 
that, p le a s e  just poll 
d p  g o d r  p a n ts  a n d  get 
o f f  the salad b a r  
be fo re  w e  call the 
police. |
F R Q K D O K D !
r T T H T  F ree  
cookies are  g o o d!
j jp r e a d  loVe a n d  g o o d  
cheer b g  re lea sin g  
1 0 ,0 0 0  pdppies o n  
cam pds.
f p t e r t a in  go d rs e lf bg  
rd n n ittg  ¡0 circles dntil 
g o d collapse f ro m  
d iz z in e s s  a n d  Vom it.
1 r a n  o d t  o f  ideas. 
I ’m  tired. W rite  g o d r  
o w n  horoscope an d  
send it to  me; 1 
m igh t use it in the 
fd to rc , Th a n k s!
The Rule»:
- Ip in  a» m a n y or a» few lim e » a i 
you w ani.
- If you gel a bad one, »p in  again.
- You have a one in  sixteen chance 
off g e llin g  the free cookie»" 
horoscope.
- Eventually, even a loser »rill gel a 
good horoscope.
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• H elp W anted •
Models Women 18 and older for an 
outdoor test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. 
Will receive pictures as payment for 
modeling. No experience necessary. 
(973)365-4054.
Roseland Law Firm seeks file clerks 
to work approximately 10 hours/week. 
Flexible schedules. No previous 
experience necessary. Must be able 
to file both alphabetically and 
numerically and be comfortable with 
light typing. Salary $8/hr. Fax 
resumes to (973)992-4643, Attn: 
Human Resource Manager.
Shape The Youth of America First 
United Methodist Church needs 
energetic, fun-loving, responsible 
person to care for our kids Sunday 
mornings. Great Pay. Call LeAnne 
655-9366.
House Assistant Flexible hours 20 
hrs. P.W. $160 1/2 mile from MSU. 
Household chores + shopping, 
working with 2 small children, call 
(973)783-6620 or (718)990-6197.
Seeking Qualified Students who
want to take part in the fastest 
growing industry in North America. 
Must be caring, entrepreneurial, 
ambitious and able to work at least 10 
hrs. per week. Foreign language a 
plus! Please call Wellness Solutions 
at (973)325-3608 or email_ 
WellSo14@aol.com.
Waiter/Waitress/Busboys for busy 
Garfield Italian Restaurant. Need 
extra money? Call (973)772-8580.
Busy Montclair Law Office seeking 
part/time help to assist at answering 
telephones, photocopying, filing, local 
errand running and other exciting 
tasks. Please call Tony @ (973)783- 
7607.
• C hild Care W anted •
Stay-At-Home Montclair mother of 
three children seeks reliable, creative 
and experienced babysitter for child­
care and help with errands. Very 
flexible hours, I can work around your
MAD SCIENTISTS 
WANTED -
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Present fun, hands-on, science 
activities for K-5 at Bergen and 
Rockland County Schools right 
after-school, also birthday 
parties & special events. Ideal 
for college students: Ed., Science 
or Drama majors, substitute 
teachers, actors. Enthusiasm, 
experience w / children, and 
reliable car a must. We train! 
Great pay! Start at $35 /  event. 
M A D  SCIENCE  
201-236-1400  
Fax: 201-236-5152
schedule. Must have excellent 
reference and a car. $10.00 an hour. 
Call (973)746-1792 and leave 
message.
Child Care Seeking a caring and 
energetic student to care for my 10 yr. 
old son Tues. & Wend. 3-6:30 in my 
Glen Ridge home. Good pay, 
references required. Dede (973)748- 
5645.
Babysitter Monday to Wednesday,
4:00 to 6:00 guaranteed for 14 month 
old. Salary negotiable, available 
immediately. 10 minutes from MSU. 
(212)998-7472 (10:00 to 4:00); 
(973)746-4879 (after/weekends).
Interested in Earning Top Dollar
When you are not in class? My 
schedule is flexible, and yours can be 
too. Guaranteed $200/ week for 20- 
hr work week. Convenient Montclair 
location. Relaxed atmosphere. Two 
great girls age 4,7. Call Lisa for 
details at 746-9877.
Upper Montclair Couple is looking 
for babysitting resources for sporadic 
weekend and weeknight afternoons/ 
evenings for 2 girls. Must drive and 
be experienced with babies. Please 
call (973)783-3116-
Childcare After School 3-6 p.m. M-F 
$10/hr. Own car preferred. Paid 
holidays/vacation. Will pay for extra 
housework. 746-3954.
Childcare for Toddler Girl in Upper 
Montclair home, warm and nurturing, 
N/S, English speaking, M-F, 12-6 
p.m., exc. references, D/L car 
preferred 746-5555, ext. 231.______
• Services •
Free Trips and Cash Spring Break
2000 Student 2000! Organize a small 
group and travel for free! Top campus 
reps. Can earn free trips over 
$10,000! Choose Cancún, Jamaica or 
Nassau! Book trips on-line win free 
stuff!! Sign up now on-line!!_________
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
“2000” All destinations offered. Trip 
Participants. Student orgs., & campus 
sales and reps wanted. Fabulous 
parties, hotels and prices. For 
reservations or rep registration call 
inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
Spring Break 2000 The Millennium a 
new decade. Nice travel free trips, 
free drinks, free meals, Jamaica, 
Cancún, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas. 
Don’t drop the ball!! Sign up now for 2 
free trips!! www.StudentCity.com or 
800-293-1443.
Spring Break 2000 with STS Join 
America’s #1 student tour operator to 
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas. Cruises 
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus 
reps. Call 1 -800-648-4849 or visit 
online @ www.ststravel.com
Advertise in the Montclarion call 655- 
5237!!
For only $10 you can reach out to 
the 13,000 students of Montclair 
State University. Call The 
Montclarion advertising 
deptartment at 655-5237.
!
Seeking Responsible Reliable
caregiver for 2 children, 19 months 
and 4 years old, in our Verona home; 
reliable car and references required.
animal (an • i • mal) n. 
a living being capable of feeling.
— To fin d  out what you can do to help 
animals, contact PETA.
Every day, thousands of kids bring guns to school.
Find out how to help get guns out of the hands of children.
^ 8 0 0 -W I -P R E V iN T ^ o n
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Female Athlete o f the Week
Gina Gillo
Forward 
Junior 
Livingston 
Livingston HS
r m
Field
Hockey
Gina Gillo has a total o f2 4  shots inside the circle for the season, five goals, two assists, 
and a total o f  12 points. In the game against Wesley College this past weekend, Gillo 
had one goalfor a total o f  three points.
Male Athlete of the Week
Atiba Yusuf
Forward
Sophomore
5’7”
Trinidad 
East Orange HS
MSU
Soccer
Atiba Yusuf had two shots on goal and one goal, for a total o f  two points against 
Richard Stockton College this past Saturday. On the season, Yusuf has a total o f33  
shots on goal, five  goals andfive assists, with a total o f  15 points.
MSU Intramural Football
By Ed Flannery______________________
Staff Writer
As the regular season gets into the home 
stretch, the play-off picture is starting to 
become more clear. A number of teams have 
clinched high seeds and two teams have 
played themselves out of playoff hopes by 
forfeiting games.
The Tim berwolves (0-4) and the 
Bohners (3-2) were both disqualified from 
the playoffs last week because they did not 
have enough players to field a team for their 
game. While the Timberwolves were prob­
ably not going to do much in the play-offs, 
the Bohners were a solid team and they were 
in position to make some waves. Now, all 
they can hope to do is play spoiler in the 
last week as they square off against Delta 
Chi and Pike.
Speaking of the fratermity teams, the last 
week of the season will see Delta Chi (3-2), 
Pike (1-2) both facing Theta Xi (0-4) in a 
battle for bragging rights in the Student Cen­
ter. Theta Xi will try to get back on track 
Thursday against Delta Chi. Delta Chi is
on the playoff bubble because of a poor 
sportmanship rating. If they can play with­
out problems in these last few games, they 
should be able to make it to the dance.
The biggest game of the season will take 
place on Wednesday when ONN takes on 
33rd in the battle of UNDEFEATED first 
place giants. This game could possibly be 
a preview of the championship game, slated 
to take place on Thursday, Oct. 21. 33rd 
also needs to make sure that they keep their 
noses clean in the next few games because 
their sportsmanship rating is just over the 
minimum.
Last weeks action saw Delta Chi pull­
ing out a stunning victory over Pike. Delta 
Chi scored the game winner with a mere two 
seconds remaining on the clock to give them 
a 15-12 lead.
ONN kept their perfect season alive with 
a 24-6 drubbing of the Braves. Bayonne’s 
Finest stayed right behind 33rd with a con­
vincing 29-12 win against Theta Xi.
The Bohners rocked the Timberwolves 
46-7. The lone touchdown by the 
Timberwolves was their first and only of the 
season so far.
Eastern Conference
Record Points
33rd 5-0 +96
Bayonne’s Finest 3-1 +36
Delta Chi 3-2 -2
Blanton Bearcats 2-3 -29
Timberwolves 0-4 -83
Western Conference
Record Points
ONN 4-0 +103
Bohners 3-2 +45
Pike 1-2 -17
Braves 1-4 -83
Theta Xi 0-4 -66
All games are played under the lights at the all­
purpose field at the track by the Field House.
Last W eek’s Results
Thursday, Sept. 30 
Pike 12, Braves 0 
Bohners 46, Timberwolves 7
Monday, Oct. 4
33rd by forfeit over Timberwolves
Delta Chi 15, Pike 12
Bearcats by forfeit over Bohners .
Tuesday, Oct. 5
Bayonne’s Finest 29, Theta Xi 12 
ONN 34, Braves 6
This Week’s Schedule
Thursday, Oct. 7 
Theta Xi vs. Delta Chi, 7 p.m.
ONN vs. Timberwolves, 8 p.m. 
Pike vs. Bayonne’s Finest, 9 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 11
ONN vs. Bayonne’s Finest, 9 p.m. 
Timberwolves vs. Braves, 10 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 12 
Pike vs. Bohners, 8 p.m.
Bearcats vs. Theta Xi, 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 13 
Timberwolves vs. B’s Finest, 8 p.m. 
ONN vs. 33rd, 9pm
Thursday, Oct. 14 
Pike vs. Theta Xi, 8 p.m.
Bohners vs. Delta Chi, 9 p.m.
End O f Regular Season
For M ore In form ation  
on In tra m u ra l Sports, 
C on tact C am pus 
R ecreation a n d  
In tra m u ra l Sports a t  
X 7 4 9 4  or X 7 4 4 3
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
Nick Knierim o f  Theta X i tries to make it  happen for his team, but it wasn’t  enough to 
overcome O N N  by the game’s end.
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MSU Womens Head Soccer Coach, Eileen Blair
By Jen Gaynor accounting firm and putting in time as a 
coach at MSU, Blair spends most of her 
summer evenings in Mercer County, play­
ing for the New Jersey Wildcats of the 
United Systems of Independent Soccer 
Leagues W-1 League. The W-1 and W-2 
Leagues are the only professional women’s 
soccer leagues in the country.
Blair, a goalkeeper, captained the Wild­
cats for the past four seasons, collecting two 
career shutouts arid stopping 
nearly 90 percent of the shots 
she faced.
During her time with the 
Wildcats, the North Jersey Im­
perials and Monmouth Univer­
sity (she graduated in 1992), 
Blair has faced top caliber play­
ers, such as Seton Hall’s Kelly 
Smith (arguably the top 
women’s college player in the 
country), and United States Na­
tional Team members Kristine
Lilly and Tisha Venturini.
“I work right in with the 
girls,” Blair said. “During the 
pre-season, I do the running 
with them. We have a very good 
mutual respect between the 
coaching staff and the players. 
They see what we can do on the 
field, they know we’re experi­
enced players and they know 
they can learn by watching us. 
I think we relate well to them.”
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
team as practice wound down.
Blair, in her second year at the helm of 
the Red Hawks’ program, is no stranger to 
the hard work and dedication she stresses 
to her team.
In addition to working at a North Jersey
Blair started playing soccer 
at age eight in soccer hotbed 
Kearny, which has produced 
Major League soccer players 
Tony Meola and Jonathan 
Harkes. Most of the time, 
games were played on two dirt 
fields or pick-up games sprung in parking 
lots and in the middle of streets.
“Kearny is a special place because it has 
a great soccer tradition,” Blair said. “A lot 
of communities have beautiful facilities for 
soccer, but we had these two dirt fields.
S ta ff Writer
On a rainy, chilly evening recently, the 
MSU women’s soccer coach Eileen Blair 
ran her team through sprinting drills on the 
turf at the stadium. But rather than watch 
as some coaches do, Blair was in the middle 
of the pack, running suicide sprints with her
SaÊes Associates 
Customer Service Reps
6th Ave. Electronics City, a successful chain of electronics stores, 
has sales and customer service positions that are perfect for 
bright, reliable and aggressive college students:
Flexible schedules Good starting pay
Product discounts (after 60 days)
These openings are available at the following locations:
W. Long Branch- Monmouth Consumer Ctr., Rt. 36 West 
East Brunswick- 545 Rt. 18 South 
Livingston- 577 Rt. 10 East 
Paramus- 331 Rt. 4 West 
Springfield- 22 Rt. 22 West
If you are interested in any of these opportunities, call Mark Bern­
stein at 973-467-3905, ext. 245. You can send your resume via fax, 
973-258-0266 or mail to 22 Route 22 West, Springfield, NJ 07081.
There was no grass because of the amount 
of wear and tear on them. We were always 
kicking a ball. Little games would break 
out all over the place.”
After inheriting a squad that only had 
13-15 players, Blair gets to see the results 
from her first recruiting class.
“This is special to me right now because 
this is my first recruiting class and the op­
portunity to build the program. When I re­
cruit kids, I look for good fundamental 
skills, a good understanding of the game and 
good vision. I place great value on their 
work ethic, their commitment, their drive 
and their desire to train and play at a high 
level. It’s what I hold my standards to as a 
player,” Blair said.
Things have been going well for MSU, 
with two big wins in September. The Red 
Hawks started off the season with a tourna­
ment at Connecticut College, where they 
beat the hosts, 5-1.
At the time, Connecticut had been 
ranked nineteenth in the country. The sec­
ond big win was a victory over previously 
unbeaten Richard Stockton College, the 
number 9 team in the country.
“I can take my experiences, the hard 
times I’ve encountered, the successes I’ve 
encountered, and share it with them [the 
players],” Blair said. She also added, 
“They’ll tell you I always have a story for 
something. I love to play and I absolutely 
love to coach. I love the challenge.”
U.5. Department of Transportation
M atthew  M arino
Killed by a drunk driver 
on September 29, 1992 
on Roundtree Lane 
in Melville, Neiv York
friends don't let friends drive drunk
This week’s
RED HAW K ACTION
♦Football vs Kean, 7pm(Homecoming) 
Men’s Soccer vs Kings Point, 1:30 pm 
Women’s Soccer @ Rutgers Camden, 2 pm 
Woman’s Vollyeball @ Eastern, 10 am 
* Field Hockey @ Kean, 1 pm 
Women’s Tennis vs Alumni Match, 2:30 pm
Saturday
♦Woman’s Soccer @ TCNJ, 5 pm 
Men’s Soccer vs John Jay 
College, 4 pm
Wednesday
* - NJAC match BOLD - Home game
For more information, call the R ed H awk Sports Line: 655 - 7645
- - - - ----------
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i f
CLUB presents
Thursday, O ct 7
•  King & Queen Voting 11-2 & 4-6 4»^
• “Movie Night - Big Screen in g
Student Center Quad” 3;
9:00pm - Varsity Blues 
11:00pm - American Pie ^
Friday, O ct 8
• 7:30pm - Battle of the Bands - Ballrooms
• 8 - 8:30pm - Bonfire & Announcement of King 
& Queen
Saturday, O ct 9 >%•
• 11:00am - Street Fair
• 12:00pm - Parade - Through downtown 
Montclair
• Grand Marshalls • Mayor of Montclair &
Mayor of Little Falls
• 2:30pm - BBQ, Games & 
Entertainment in Student Center Quad
• 3:00pm - Stepshow
• 7:00pm - Football Game - Halftime 
show Fireworks
MKI’Red hawk Sports
Volume 79 No. 6
Ramapo Shuts 
Out Struggling
MSU, 1-0
By Mike Sanchez
S ta ff Writer
The MSU men’s soccer team slowly walked off the field after a 1-0 defeat yesterday 
against Ramapo College, dropping 
their record to 4-6-2,1-4-0 NJAC.
After the game the only feel­
ing was that of disappointment as 
an under .500 MSU team battled 
an 8-1-1 Ramapo team which had 
badly beaten its opponents, includ­
ing five shut-outs.
The Red Hawks gave it all they 
had and almost mustered out a tie, 
but failed in the end.
It was a failure to execute 
which caused them the 
game, said Atiba Yusuf, 
who seemed the most 
disapointed.
Coach Rob
Chesney said that it was 
their lack of experience 
that hurt them the most, 
pointing out that an experienced 
team would have taken advantage 
of several of its opponent’s mis­
takes. While a young inexperi­
enced team, like MSU, wasn’t able 
to capitalize.
He also said that if MSU would 
have taken advantage, they could 
have put them away early in the 
game.
It was the theme afterwards 
among all players. The .look in 
their eyes and the way they slowly 
walked towards the van told the 
story. It showed, perhaps not dis­
appointment, but rather, frustra­
tion. They knew they had their 
chance to score a couple of goals, 
and that they were a couple of 
passes away from beating 
Ramampo, but they blew it.
The Red Hawks started out the
game by putting pressure on the 
Ramapo players. But it wasn’t 
until late in the first half that their 
chances came.
Their best chance came when 
Yusuf passed the ball to a cutting 
Chris Cifrodello, who was in front 
of the net, but the ball went 
straight into a Ramapo defender.
The second half was lacklus­
ter as the MSU offense disap­
peared. But, the defense did well 
against a Ramapo team that has 
scored 29 goals in 11 games, and 
has only allowed five.
But the defense slipped on one 
play which caused them the game.
The Ramapo goal came after 
Greg Paulick, an MSU 
player, turned away not 
knowing that the ball was 
coming to him. When he 
noticed, a Ramapo player 
picked up the ball at 
midfield and passed it to 
Patrick Petretta, who ran 
past the MSU defender and kicked 
the ball past goalie Alex Luna.
Two yellow cards were handed 
out to MSU’s Erik Hartelius and 
George Mendoza.
Afterwards, more opportuni­
ties showed up for Ramapo, but 
they were kept from scoring.
With less then 10 minutes left 
in the game, it seemed that MSU 
had given up at times, but at other 
times it seemed that they had not.
Effort or no effort, this was one 
game MSU would like to have 
back.
Next up for MSU will be two 
home games. They will play 
Kings Point, NY, on Sept. 9, and 
the second game will be against 
John Jay College at 4 p.m. on the 
Oct. 13.
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M SU  Knocks O ut Cabrini
Judge, Coplan, and Plaskett Make 
Short Work of Cavaliers
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
M S U ’s Christine Cifelli (#10  -  Union) flies forcefully past her opponent 
from  Cabrini in last Saturdays game a t M S U ’s Pittser Field.
By Dave Zakrzewski
Assistant Sports Editor
Cabrini College came to 
Montclair riding a 6-1 record on 
Saturday afternoon. MSU ap­
proached the contest at 6-5, a mere 
game above .500, but ended it 
shutting out Cabrini, 2-0.
It was clear that the Cavaliers 
were confident that another win 
was eminent. Fortunately, for the 
Red Hawks, Cabrini’s optimism 
just might have been their down­
fall. Or perhaps it was the tremen­
dous offensive display that helped 
cap a two-nil shut-out for the Red 
Hawks.
It was clear early in the match 
that the Red Hawks had supreme 
dominance over the Cavaliers. Al­
most half of a period ex­
pired before the first 
MSU attack came.
As a result of a cor­
ner kick at the 25 minute 
mark, the Red Hawks first 
goal was a beauty. On an 
assist from freshman 
Meghan Carr, jun io r Nicole 
Coplan was able to send a rocket 
past Cavalier keeper, Jess Huda.
MSU spent most of the day on 
Cabrini’s side of the field. In fact, 
the Cavaliers only threat was given
by sophomore forward Tiffany 
Cory. The second Red 
Hawk attack came in the 
care of junior tandem 
M aggie Findlay and 
Christine Judge.
At the 15 minute 
mark in the second pe­
riod, Findlay hooked up 
with Judge to put the final nail in 
the coffin, and gave the Cavalier 
coaching staff something to dis­
cuss on their long road trip to 
Pennsylvania.
With a 2-0 shutout over
Stevens Institute of Technology 
last night and a trem endous 
amount of leadership being dis­
played on the field by junior Marie 
Plaskett, the Red Hawks look to 
develop a streak when they return 
to action on Saturday, Oct. 9, trav­
elling to battle Rutgers Camden at 
2 p.m.
MSU’s next home game will 
be on Monday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m., 
when they take on Ramapo Col­
lege in a conference game.
p n
Soccer
Field Hockey Lacks Luster
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
M S U ’S Mary Huguenin (#14 - Sayreville) maintains control o f  the 
play in a game against Wesley last Saturday.
By Meredith Quick
S ta ff Writer
Fighting to the death is 
what the field hockey match-up 
against The College of New Jer­
sey and Montclair State University 
seemed like last Tuesday at MSU’s 
Sprague Field.
The no. 1 ranked field hockey 
team, then 8-0, had a run for its 
money when they played at MSU.
After the first period, the Red 
Hawks held the 6-year NCAA Di­
vision III Field Hockey champs 
since 1985, to a 0-0 tie with a large 
amount of help from the defense 
and goalie, Karen Fox.
In the second period,, still 
fighting for a goal, TCNJ scored 
with 34:25 remaining in the sec­
ond half.
The follow­
ing game, played last 
Saturday, against 
Wesley College was 
also tough with the 
winning goal made by 
Wesley. With 30 seconds left in 
the second half, the final score was
3-2 in favor of Wesley.
One of MSU’s ri­
vals was the next oppo­
nent, Rowan Univer­
sity. The game played 
at Rowan was a tough 
battle over-all. This 
was because the controversial calls 
made by the referee made it diffi­
cult for MSU to score.
The defense was astounding 
with Alison Bonavita and Megan 
Glancy with defensive saves 
throughout the game, and goal-^. 
keeper Karen Fox with 15 saves.
The next game for the Red 
Hawks will be at Kean University, 
Sept. 9 at 1 p.m.
